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Community
 
interest  in Spartan sports 
courted  to 
raise funds
 
By Jason Rothman 
Daily staff timer 
Intenm
 
president
 J. 
Handel 
Evans  
is 
working  
with the
 athletic
 
depart-
ment
 to fill 
Spartan  
Stadium
 with 
fans.  
The two 
gmups 
are trying 
to build 
the
 image of 
SJSU athletics
 in the 
community,
 but 
SJSU
 is located
 in an 
area
 impacted 
with 
professional  and 
college  
sports  
teams.  
Evans and
 Athletic Director
 Tom 
Brennan are working 
(Si
 
programs  to 
get students, alumni and 
special
 
inter-
est groups 
to Spartan games. The pro-
posal's aim
 is
 to 
propel  more special -
interest
 groups to buy season 
tickets in 
the
 hopes that some may contribute 
money to the programs and the
 school
 
in the future, 
Evans  said. 
The $15 Instructionally 
Related 
Activities 
Fee, passed lag year by the 
student body, is expected to increase 
student attendance. It provides for 
5,000 bee student
 tickets to each 
home
 
football
 game, and when basketball 
season starts, the 
students
 will have 
access to 
1,000 free tickets to 
each 
home  game. 
The 
week  before each 
home game, 
students  can get the 
tickets at the 
Event
 
('enter 
or
 a the stadium 
the day 
of the game. 
"Most alumni go 
to football games 
because
 they went to them as stu-
dents," Evans said. "The important 
thing down the road is that you will 
remember what it was 
like at the 
games and return. 
"We have to gear all our 
programs
 
to the alumni in the area that have ties 
to SJSU," he added. 
The 
other  way SJSU is trying to fill 
the
 stadium
 is by having special -inter-
est groups come to the games, by 
either 
buying groups of season tickets 
or with special days for them. 
Some proposed groups who could 
get the preferred treatment
 include: 
The 
City  of San Jose, The Chamber of 
Commerce, Santa Clara 
County,  IBM, 
the local 
hospitals  and the 
Downtown 
Association. 
"We
 want to make the
 games more 
of an event (fir the
 groups)." Brennan 
said. "We will 
have  tailgate parties for 
them, and prizes will be 
given 
away:
 
it's
 something 
we want them
 to 
remember."
 
Also,
 Brennan 
is working 
on more 
television 
exposure  for 
the 
foothill
 games, as a way 
to get more 
of the commuruty involved. 
'Peoples'
 interest in worts
 depends 
on their confidence
 in the program," 
Brennan 
said. 
Last year the 
football
 team had a 
winning season, 
but attendance was 
still 
relatively  low because there was
 
little exposure 
on
 television. This sea-
son, most of the games are televised 
on Channel 36,
 or the 
Sports
 Channel 
Pacific on cable. 
Student
 
allegedly 
raped  
TYING ONE ON 
, / 
411, 
.4.111111Milit
 
lynn Benton -- Duly tne) photographer 
Paul 
"Catfinger" Goeltz,
 a radio, TV and 
film
 graduate 
business  major. Goeltz 
says he sells the 
bracelets  to susi-
student, ties a 
bracelet  on Bridgett 
Young,
 a freshman 
dize  the high costs of 
going  to graduate school.
 
SJSU student claims assault 
outside Hayward
 State party 
By Robert Drueekhammer 
Daily staff writer 
A 20 -year -old female SJSU 
student  
was allegedly raped Sunday morning by 
acquaintances she made just minutes 
before at California State University at 
Hayward, police said Thursday. 
After being thrown into bushes at Cal 
State Hayward,
 the victim was allegedly 
forced to undress and perform sexual acts 
with two of the suspects while the third sat 
by and watched, according to police offi-
cials at Cal State Hayward. 
Screams
 cut short 
Between muffled screams cut short by 
her attackers, the student was able to 
attract the attention of SJSU friends look-
ing for her. 
The suspects 
involved,
 20 -year -old 
Frank Aaron McDowell, 19
-year -old 
Jamahl Williams
 and 20 -year -old Jevon 
Nathan George were arrested and booked 
on charges of rape by 
Cal State Hayward 
police department 
officials after they 
arrived
 on the scene, police said. 
While the Alameda 
County  District 
Attorney's
 office in Hayward has agreed to 
charge
 McDowell and Williams for 
allegedly 
raping the student, they are not 
charging George with any crimes 
because 
he allegedly 
never touched the victim, 
police 
said.  
Incident
 began at dance
 
The incident
 began when the student
 
along with two of her
 friends decided to 
drive up to Cal 
State  Hayward to attend a 
dance being held by Phi Beta Sigma, one 
of the fraternities on the
 campus. 
The  dance, advertised at 
several  Bay 
Area 
colleges  including SJSU, San 
Francisco 
State,  Chabot College and 
University
 of California at 
Berkeley,  
attracted
 over 1,0(X) students, said Ruth 
Carlson, Cal State Hayward 
University  
spokeswoman.
 
But since the dance hall could
 only 
handle 
half that number, students 
were 
already being turned 
away when the SJSU 
students 
arrived. 
After milling 
around
 the campus park-
ing lot 
with about 500 other
 people, the 
students met the
 three suspects, Carlson 
said. 
After two of the SJSU 
students  left the  
group  to try to get back into the dance, 
Carlson said the third student
 was alleged-
ly forced into bushes 
near  the parking lot 
and raped. 
While 
she was reportedly
 being raped, 
the two students she 
was with attempted to 
find her 
again  after discovering that there
 
was no way
 they could get 
into
 the dance 
because of the overflow crowd. 
After allegedly 
hearing her screams and
 
seeing her 
being raped. CarLson  said, 
they 
ran to a Hayward
 Police Department
 vehi-
cle to report the incident. 
Caught in the act 
Hayward 
Police  Department 
officers, 
there
 to help disperse 
students  who 
couldn't
 get into the dance, 
caught  the 
rapists in the act
 and held the 
suspects,
 all 
non
-students,  in their 
vehicle
 until Cal 
State 
Hayward  Police Department
 officers 
arrived on the
 scene to arrest
 them, 
Carlson said. 
McDowell and 
Williams were 
both  
arraigned
 in the 
Alameda 
County  
Courthouse  in Hayward 
Wednesday. 
Arraignment  procedures  were
 not complet-
ed as of press time. 
Gay 
and  
lesbian
 awareness week 
aims 
AIDS Quilt may return 
to 
discuss 
political,  personal issues 
By Faye Welts 
Dady staff wrier 
Gay and
 lesbian 
awareness  
week
 
opens
 Monday at 
SJSU with a 
discus-
sion and a 
march, and 
finishes  next 
Saturday 
with  a dance. 
Activities 
include  
panel
 discus-
sions,
 an AIDS 
memorial  march, a 
choral 
performance,
 a film
 and a 
social dance as 
the finale. 
Office
 and 
support  staff 
sponsor 
gay and 
lesbian 
awareness  
week,
 
according to 
Martha 
O'Connell,  
events 
coordinator  for the 
week
 and 
co-coordinator 
of Staff for 
Individual  
Rights, a campus 
assocation
 of sup-
port
 personnel who advocate 
full civil 
INSIDE
 
rights
 for 
gays
 and lesbians. The pur-
pose of the week is 
"understanding  
ourselves and educating others,"
 she 
said. 
"Everything is sponsored
 by SIR," 
said O'Connell, who works in SJSU's 
Facilities Development
 and 
Operations. 
"The staff are overlooked at this 
university," O'Connell said. "We have 
a great
 stake in how gays and lesbians 
are treated."  O'Connei said staff have 
a long-term interest in university 
affairs, since students leave after four 
years but staff stay on. 
"It's the sixth year we have done 
this. The mayor has declared the week 
for it," she said. "We appreciate her 
FEATURES 
Battenberg bronzes: Former
 
art professor John Battenberg 
shows work in Santa Clara. 
Page 6 
SPORTS
 
Spartans kick Cossacks:
 In 
a 
2-I
 
double
 overtime 
victory,  
SJSU 
soccer  beat Sonoma State. 
Page 4 
WORLD  
NEWS
 
Scandalous  
law: 
Britain's  
leading
 prosecuting
 attorney
 
resigns amid 
prostitution  
allega-
tions.  
Page  7 
sensitivity to the 
community and her 
RIPP911-" 
1\vo years ago 
fliers for the events 
"were still being trashed in my depart-
ment. We had to have a great
 glass 
case put up," 
she  said. Then some 
broke into the case, and an iron bar 
was installed to protect it frixti access. 
O'Connell added. 
But that did 
not stop people from 
smearing the glass so others could not 
see 
what  was 
on
 
the flier, she said. 
"These people never come to the 
week. 
They are 
unwilling to learn. 
They never show up," she said. "I 
would rather preach to the 
unconvert-
See GAY WEEK, Back 
Page  
Nobel
 Peace
 Prize
 
nominee 
Caldicott
 to 
speak
 today 
at SJSU 
Data,'
 staff 
maxi
 
It rings 
appropriate  that, 
as
 the 
world 
absorbs 
news that 
the 
United 
States  has 
proposed  a 
sub-
stantial
 rollback
 in its 
nuclear  
arse-
nal 
and  the 
Cold 
War  
appears  
truly  
over, the 
one-time
 
"mother
 of the 
nuclear
 freeze 
movement"
 
should  
he
 visiting 
SJSU  
tonight.
 
Dr.  Helen 
Caldicon 
given her
 
maternal
 moniker
 be Sen.
 Ted 
Kennedy, D
-Mass., in 
the  1980s, 
will speak
 in Morris 
Dailey  
Auditorium
 at 8 p.m. tonight
 
Caldicott, 
formerly
 a pediatri-
cian in 
Australia,  has dedicated
 ha 
life to  speaking 
out all over the 
world against 
nuclear
 weapon pro-
liferation, war 
and the pollution of 
the environment. 
tier Ns* about 
theU.S.-SOviet  
arms race, 
titled "Missile Envy," 
has become a gelling force for the 
anti-nuclear
 movement 
She was nominated for the 
Nobel 
Peace  Pnze in 1986.
 
Billed as an opportunity to 
"learn how to help turn this
 coun-
try
 
back
 into a real democracy," 
('aldicott's speech is sponsored 
by 
the San Jose
 Peace Center, 
Professors for Social 
Responsibil-
ity 
(of  which Caldicott
 
was presi-
dent from
 1980 to 1983) and the 
California  Nurses' Association, 
SJSU 
Chapter.
 
Tickets are $10 at the door,
 $8 
in advance at 
the  Peace Center. 
Students
 and seniors pay $6. For 
advance tickets,
 call the Peace 
Center at 
297-2299 or the
 SJSU 
Environmental Resource Center at 
924-5467,
 
to SJSU Student
 
Union  
By Sandy 
Heynen  
Daily staff writer 
The NAMES 
Project
 AIDS Memorial 
Quilt,
 
which was such a success on 
campus last year, 
might 
be back for a return engagement in 1992. 
The quilt was brought
 to SJSU last February 
by the Student Health Advisory Committee. 
Through AS. special allocations,
 it has received 
close to 55,000 to show it again sometime 
around
 Valentine's Day. 
"A.S. money is 
just  a  help in getting 
started," 
said Naz Motayar, advisor for SHAC. 
Trying to 
get
 the 
quilt here is a long, involved 
and expensive procedure. 
Motayar  will be asking 
other groups and community
 organizations to get 
involved
 in the funding and publicity for the 
event,
 she said. 
'the viewing of the 
quilt 
will 
be
 open to any-
one,  and SHAC will offer tours 
and
 
information 
to classes and SJSU 
organizations.
 
Motayar and 
SHAC
 hope to make this 
not 
only AIDS education, but 
provide
 information 
on other health
 issues, she
 said.
 Similar to lag 
year, they 
hope to have lectures, 
condom give 
aways, 
cholesterol testing and AIDS 
awareness  
programs,
 Motayar aided. 
All volunteers who
 
participate  in 
this
 event 
will go through
 wane training with representa-
tives 
from  
the  NAMES Project  
Foundation.
 
They will be prepared 
to answer questions on 
the quilt, the foundation and AIDS in general. 
Although SHAC has begun the planning for 
the display of the quilt, it has yet to 
be accepted 
by NAMES' display acceptance committee, said 
Michele 
('inqMars,
 medial representative for the 
foundation.
 Once SJSU is approved, it will be 
determined how many 12 -by -12 -foot sections 
will actually come to the campus. 
The quilt, which is composed of everything 
from clothing to
 
picnics, has become far too big 
to display everywhere in its 
entirety, CinqMars 
said. On Columbus 
Day in 1992, it will appear 
complete in Washington,
 D.C. It is currently being dis-
played more than 200 
times a year around the country. 
The 
NAMES  Project Foundation is a 
non-profit  organi-
zation and has been 
encouraging  those with friends and 
isZir  
"sec  
Dun,  file 
photo  
The
 NAMES 
Project  Quilt 
first  visited 
SIM'
 in February
 
1991. 
Funding  to bring
 the AIDS 
memorial 
quilt back 
in
 
April 1992 
was approved
 by the 
A.S.  Wednesday.
 
family who 
have  died from 
AIDS to contribute
 to the
 
quill  
All  50 states and 
26 countries 
have
 
joined
 
in
 the 
eflort  to 
complete the 
quilt,  
and it holds 
the  
memory 
of
 
more  
than 
14,((X)
 
mink-
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VIEWPOINT
 Martha 0' 
Connell  
Political
 liars lose votes 
from
 
former  
supporters  
Y
ou vetoed AB 101, Pete, and 
because 
of that, I'm not 
going to vote 
for you next 
time. I'm going to remember 
what
 you did, and I'm not 
going to vote for you for any office for 
the remainder of your 
political career. 
I voted for you last time and 
contributed money to your campaign. 
Yeah, I'm a lesbian, Pete, but I'm also a 
Republican. 
I've  gone down to 
Republican headquarters and staffed the 
phone banks, helped turn out the vote, sat 
at registration tables, appeared on panels 
for 
Republican  candidates and the party, 
and encouraged gays and lesbians to stay 
in the Grand Old Party and make it more 
progressive.
 
You said you were on our side, Pete. 
You lied. Last summer and fall, your 
people met with representatives of the 
Log Cabin Club and told gay and lesbian 
Republicans that you would 
sign
 AS
 
101. After all 
the winks and nods in the 
back rooms, the word 
came  down that 
Pete was a moderate, maybe even a little 
bit of a  progressive. 
You said you 
were
 for gay rights, 
Pete. You lied. You accepted money from 
the political 
action
 committee of a gay 
and lesbian 
organization.  You used our 
people to walk your precincts, hand out 
your literature, defend you against the 
Democrats and the extreme -left crazies. 
We took a lot of heat for you, Pete. 
Many people in our gay and lesbian 
community  warned that you could not be 
trusted. We didn't listen to 
them.  We 
took out ads in the statewide gay press 
promoting you for governor. You said
 
that you stood
 for justice and equality for 
all, even 
us gays and lesbians. We 
believed  you, Pete. You lied. 
No, I'm not withdrawing my support 
from you "simply"
 because of the issue 
of your
 veto. Even though that would be 
reason  enough, there is more. Yes, you 
refused to sign a bill 
outlawing  
discrimination in employment against 
gays and lesbians, knowing 
full  well we 
are not covered by 
state and federal law. 
You did that, but you did far more. You 
betrayed 
the  trust of those of us in the 
community who sincerely believed you 
would stand by your word; that you 
would not 
cave
 in to the right-wing
 
religious crazies and the redneck bigots. 
You caved,
 Pete. You threw
 
the gay 
and lesbian community to the wolves
 to 
further your 
political
 aspirations. Don't 
come around and ask for my vote again
 
 you will never get it. 
I was looking forward to going to 
Sacramento
 to witness the signing of 
AB 
101 because you said there was a place 
for us in your vision of the Republican 
Party, Pete. You lied. 
Martha O'Connell is coordinator of the 
Staiffor Individual 
Rights.  
WRITER'S  
FORUM
 
Angela
 Hill 
 a 
Thumbs
 up to CalTrain 
After
 years of fighting 
traffic  
on Highway 101 and then 
circling  block after 
block
 in 
San Francisco like a vulture 
hunting
 prey, 
desperate  for 
a parking 
place within a mile of my destination, 
I've had a liberating revelation  public 
transportation is the life. 
The freedom is great. In times past, 
the mere thought of having my car towed 
or stolen, or somehow misplaced in dark 
passages of the ominous urban labyrinth 
would have driven me into a panic. Now 
I realize I can get around  quite well 
actually
  having acquired the skill of 
weaving 
through
 the Mimi maze. 
It is an acquired skill. I fortunately  
had an experienced guide on a recent 
expedition  to that favorite city of mine, 
and without one I wouldn't 
suggest
 just 
going in blindly. Educate yourself first. 
Get 
schedules
 and maps at train depots or 
bus stops. Once you've figured out the 
system and 
throw in a touch of patience 
and lust for adventure, it can be an 
enlightening experience. 
The light came on for me last Friday 
night when my friend and I took 
CalTrain from San 
Jose
 to San Francisco 
at rush hour. If CalTrain continues to 
exist,  it's by far the best way to go. 
For $3.50 each, someone
 else did the 
driving while we talked and read the 
paper  no stress,
 no battling with 
drivers
 
on 101, no feverishly checking 
the mirror for CHPs while darting in 
and 
out of the commuter lane. 
We relaxed. Some people slept.
 Try 
that
 on 
101.  
Sure, the train takes a little longer. But 
maybe not. A rear -ender on the freeway 
and your time schedule is shot anyway.
 
The
 train takes about an hour -and -a -half 
unless you get on the "express" run,
 
which skips a few stops and takes only 
an 
hour
 and 15 minutes. 
And think of  the possibilities. On the 
trip back from the city the next day, I 
wrote 
this
 article after giving up on 
my
 
New 
York  Times  crossword puzzle 
without 
finding one single answer 
(Bengali poet?). I could have done my 
neglected
 homework or read a book. 
My only problem with CalTrain
  
aside from its 
shaky future  is its 
exceedingly 
dirty windows. The southern 
windows are
 a little less cloudy; 
occasionally,
 you can make out the vague 
outlines of a 
junkyard  or a brick 
company's backlot, but who cares? 
Viewing  scenic vistas isn't the goal. 
It was 
fun. It was stressless and even 
productive. 
Things were even
 better in the city. 
We took the 
buses and the subway  
yes, there is a Muni 
subway,
 not just 
BART. For a 
public  transportation  
newcomer, it was like hitting the 
rides at 
Disneyland
  like the monorail and the 
people
-movers.
 
I also 
got to 
appreciate
 a diversity of 
life that "suburbies" like me rarely see. A 
woman in a teal business suit, with a 
briefcase in her hand and her nose in a 
Jackie
 
Collins 
novel,
 stood
 next to a guy 
with a Harley Davidson hat, John 
Lennon sunglasses, leather jacket and a 
three-inch scar etched across his throat. 
Nobody pays 
any  attention to 
anybody. All this diversity gets on and 
off, comes and goes, blending and 
merging. 
Of course, not everyone is there 
because they think it's fun, but it is 
practical. I was surprised at the ease at 
which we got all around the city. The 
buses run pretty much on time, and you 
know there's always another one on its 
way if you miss the one you want. 
Walking is needed here 
and  there, but 
as long as it's not 
up
 one of San 
Francisco's infamous cardiac hills, it's 
fun and a good way to see the city. 
All in all, 
it's worth it. With a relaxed 
attitude and a little patience, you'll find 
it's the only way to go to 
the city. 
Angela Hill is a Daily stuff writer. 
Dominguez Spartan 1)elly 
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Pedestrians  caught in crosswalk war 
zone 
Ialways
 thought of crosswalks as 
safety zones. You know  if you 
were 
in them, no one could touch 
you. 
"That big truck is coming 
kinds
 
fast, 
mommy." 
"Don't worry son, no need to fear. 
We're in the crosswalk, he has to slow 
down." 
Well, I don't
 think of crosswalks in that 
sense anymore. Especially not in 
downtown San Jose. 
Crosswalks are not places of safety 
down here. They scare me and thousands 
of other pedestrians that stroll 
downtown.
 
Motorists refuse to give those on foot 
the right-of-way. They are all in a 
hurry.  
Drivers will run a red light, turn 
right on a 
red without stopping, or make a careless 
left hand turn in 
an
 intersection. They just 
don't care. 
If
 a person wants to stroll across
 the 
street, they do so at their own risk. 
"Mommy, that truck is 
coming
 awfully 
fast." 
"Run
 for your life, he's got that
 look in 
his eye!" 
The power
 of the crosswalk has 
lost
 all 
effectiveness. I no longer have faith in 
it 
at all. When I step out
 onto the street, I am 
entering  a war zone. It's man against car. 
It's obvious that man cannot win. 
I 
must  
respect
 that an automobile 
weighs
 
2,000 pounds more 
than I do, and 
that the person operating it is a speeding 
lunatic late for some son of power 
lunch  
or hair appointment.
 
Students should be especially
 cautious 
of these downtown drivers.
 They appear 
to be 
favorite targets of cars. The 
backpack is seen as some
 son of mark for 
motorists to 
aim for. 
Pete  Borello 
Last
 week I saw an innocent 
SJSU 
student walking on a green light. As he 
did so, 
a driver decided to turn right on 
the red without any concern for this 
pedestrian's safety. The vehicle came 
within inches of running
 the guy over. 
I now look six ways 
before  crossing. I 
check all four 
streets  merging into
 the 
intersection, along with
 the sky for 
disabled  aircraft and the ground for
 mad 
colonies
 of rats pushing 
up
 the manhole 
cover. 
Some 
would label me 
paranoid, but I 
am merely adjusting to the times. 
Motorists just don't 
have the time to stop 
for  pedestrians anymore. Appointments
 
are more important 
than human life. 
Pete Boren° is a Daily staff writer. 
LETTERS
 TO 
THE  
EDITOR  
Guests given
 priority 
Editor,
 
I am very
 angered by the lack
 of consid-
eration that was 
shown  to SJSU students 
during the Gail Fullerton 
retirement  celebra-
tion. 
We can all appreciate
 hosting a celebra-
tion to show 
thanks  and appreciation
 to 
President Fullerton, but 
not at the expense of 
the students. 
As a disabled student 
here at SJSU. I part 
my truck in the 
Seventh
 Street garage  as 
most
 of my classes are at 
Sweeney Hall. On 
this "celebration 
night,"
 all of the student 
parking  
both regular and 
disabled  was 
given away to the "guests."
 I was told to 
park on the street 
or at the 10th Street 
garage.
 
Being  disabled, this 
creates
 a physical 
burden when it 
takes  me over half -an -hour 
to walk 
that distance. Not only did I 
miss 
pan of my class, but 
when  I asked a guest if 
he had a handicap
 sticker, he was very 
rude 
and told me 
to mind my business.
 
Greater thought and
 organization should 
have gone into 
the parking situation. Why 
couldn't the
 "guests" park at 
Spartan 
Stadium and be shuttled
 as the students are? 
As a 
student
 who pays tuition,
 I don't 
enjoy missing
 prat of an 
important
 lecture or 
being told to 
park  on the street after 
paying 
for a
 
parking
 Tot and being 
physically
 bur-
dened 
needlessly.
 
Let's 
remember
 who is important
 here on 
campus party organizers.
 Without students, 
there may not be anymar parties.
 
linela Nathan 
Graduate 
Special 
Education  
Crimes
 against 
brains  
Editor, 
In 
the good ol' days, staff 
writers
 were 
required to be 
intelligent  and articulate.
 They 
were 
expected  to present 
responsible,  rea-
soned viewpoints. 
But  no more. 
Perhaps
 we should 
proclaim  every 
Wednesday "SJSU 
Spartan Daily 
Editorial  
Ignorance
 Day," because
 that's when Jack 
Trageser's column
 appears. Or 
maybe  he 
should call 
his  column 
"Against  the 
Brain,"
 
instead
 of "Against 
the  Grain." 
Trageser,
 by his own
 admission,
 traces 
his
 
understanding
 of war and 
foreign  policy 
to 
"years  of history
 
lessons
 and movies,"
 and 
has reduced the 
complexities of 
these issues 
in his 
Oct.
 2 column 
("Iraq
 grants
 a 
mean-
ingless  surrender")
 to a 
mimi 
system
 based 
on the 
"smart-alec  brat" 
and  the "bigger,
 
older 
kid." 
In 
'Trageser's
 limited 
thinking,
 the kner in 
any war 
should show 
unquestioned,  com-
plete
 
compliance to 
the victor's wishes.
 "In 
the good 
ol'  days, defeated
 countries would
 
have 
taken their 
medicine  humbly,
 and if 
they 
didn't,  their 
victors
 would be 
there to 
ram it 
down  their 
throats,"  he 
claims. 
Was 
Jack  thinking 
of Korea or 
Vietnam 
when he 
wrote  this? Was 
he thinking 
at
 all, 
or was he 
just 
complaining  
because
 it looked
 
to 
him like 
we
 had finally
 won one, 
might 
made 
right, and 
for some 
reason, we 
still 
can't force our will
 on 
the 
loser? 
Right  or 
wrong, 
maybe 
there's
 more 
to settling 
dis-
putes than 
being the 
biggest 
kid  on the 
block.
 
Of 
course,
 the issue 
can get 
very com-
plex.  For 
some,  even
 simple 
facts are 
too 
much. 
According
 to Jack,
 the Iraqis
 gave up 
their right 
to national 
security 
when  they 
invaded 
Kuwait. 
"Peaceable
 Iraqi 
citizens  
who 
had their 
homes 
tom apart
 by 
Patriot  
Missiles 
should 
know  that 
better than
 any-
one," 
says Jack.
 I don't
 remember
 the
 United 
Nations  
saying  
anything  like 
that. And 
Jack, 
the 
Patriot
 is an 
anti
-missile  
system.  It 
wasn't
 
responsible
 for 
civilian 
destruction
 in 
Iraq. If you're going
 to 
be a 
hawk, at 
lean 
get your toys 
straight  
Peter 
Fournier
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CAREER 
PLANNING
 Is 
PLACEMENT:
 
ti 
citing your 
Civil  Engineering
 career," 
12.30  p.m., 
ENG 189;
 On -campus interview 
orientation,  12:30 
pm.,
 S.U. Almaden 
Room, call 
924-6033. 
UNIVERSITY
 
THEATER:
 
"Noises  Off," through 
Oct. 12,8 p.m., 
University  Theater
 eil1 HGH  Oct. 9 
performance /j) 
2 p.m., call 924-4555. 
MUSLIM 
STUDENT
 ASSOC.: 
Friday 
prayer,
 meeting, 1 p.m., S.U.
 
Guadalupe 
Room.  call 281.9248
 
JEWISH 
STUDENT
 UNION: 
Miniature golf, 8 p.m.. Golfland ee El 
Camino Real & Wolfe Rd. in 
Sunnyvale, call 725 8269. 
CSNA: Calif. Student Nurses Assoc. 
& 
Peace Center present: An 
Evening  
with Helen Caldicort 8 p.m.,
 MD, call 
297-2299. 
SJSU PRE-MED: Club bowl -a- Mon, 
2 p.m., Sugaland S.U., call 251 - 
6177. 
LDSSA: Latter Day 
Saints'
 Student 
Assoc. luncheon & 
speaker:  Sgt. 
Ruben Browning, on "Putting 
on the tumor of (kid,"
 12:30 p.m., 
LI)SS  A Student 
Center.  
66
 S. 7th St., 
call 286 
3113  
S4rgeOM 5 
UN [YE
 RSITY THEATER: 
"Noises Off," through Oct. 12, 8 p.m., 
University Theater 43) HGH
  Oct. 9 
performance ig 2 p.m., 
call
 924-4555. 
SJSU CYCLING TEAM: Training 
rides  road, 
moderate  to fast 
8:30
 
cm., Spartan 
Hike  Shop (Nth & Santa 
Clara
 streets), call 
298  6928. 
(SA: 
Carritxxlian  Student 
Assoc
 
general meeting, 
5:30  p.m., Cambodian 
Temple, call 292-7334. 
SO/170eW6
 
SJSU 
CYCLING 
TEAM:  Training 
rides -- 
road,  moderate to fast 
8:30
 
s.m., Spartan 
Hike Shop (Nth & Santa 
Clara meets). call 298 
6928. 
CATHOLIC NEWMAN 
COMMUNITY:
 Sunday masses:
 6 
p.m., 
C WTI NA Christian Center Chapel 
(10th & Sun Carlos streets); 8 p.m., St. 
Joseph Cathedral (San Fernando & 
Market  streets), call 298-0204 
/t104/9/W7
 
RE ENTRY ADVISORY 
PROGRAM:
 
Support  group, 12:30 
pm,
 ADM 
201, call 924 
5910.  
SJSU CYCLING TEAM: Meeting: 
bring dues,
 waivers, and Jersey orders, 
5:30 S.U. 
Costanoan  Room. call 
298-6928.
 
MU ALPHA GAMMA: 
Student  
Magaiine 
Assoc. meeting. election of 
officers,  noon,WLN 131, call 924-
3246. 
CAREER PLANNING 
PLACEMENT: Career Planning 
Group Two, 2:30 
p.m.,  BC 13; On -
campus interview orientation. 12:30 
p.m.. S.U.
 Almaden Room, 
call 924-
6033. 
VHS:
 University Housing Services 
presents "Where
 
Theirs
 a 
Will
 
There's  
an  'A, Part Two, 8 p.m.. DC. call 
924-8031. 
Rubber
 
checks
 also bouncing 
around House 
restaurant
 
WASHINGTON (AP)  House 
members, unnerved by revelations 
about their check cashing perks, may 
soon 
find
 their names posted on a 
Capitol wall as deadbeats who stiffed 
their own restaurant
 system. 
The rogues' list of lawmakers was 
conceived by Rep. Pat Roberts  an 
overseer of House restaurants  
who 
revealed 
Wednesday  
that  some 300 
current and former House members 
owe 
more
 than $300,000 
in unpaid 
meal bills. 
Roberts, R -Kan., and Rep. Mary 
Rose Oakar, D -Ohio, think the list 
should be posted in the main 
House  
restaurant on the first floor of the 
Capitol. They made the suggestion in 
a letter this week to Rep. Charles 
Rose, D-N.C., chairman of the House 
Administration Committee. 
Oakar is chairman and Roberts the 
ranking 
Republican
 on the panel's 
police and personnel subcommittee. 
Rose
 
has not responded to the request,
 
an aide, 
Heidi M. Pender, said 
Wednesday. 
Roberts did
 not release any names 
and would not say where he obtained 
the 
figures.  He acknowledged
 in an 
interview that by 
revealing  the infor-
mation now, he's "taking advantage of 
the problems
 with the 
(House)  bank to 
focus 
on this problem." 
The bank, operated for House 
members, was ordered last week by 
Speaker
 Thomas Foley, D -Wash., to 
reform its practice of cashing checks 
for
 lawmakers with insufficient funcis 
in their amounts. 
The General Accounting 
Office  
discovered that from July 1989 
to 
June 
1990, House members wrote 
8,331 checks, without 
penalty, on 
insufficient funds
  giving them-
selves, in effect, interest -free loans. 
Even after the bank
 instituted
 a stiffer 
policy midway through that 
period  in 
an effort to curb the 
abuses,  134 
House  members wrote 581 
rubber
 
checks of 
$1,000  or more in the suc-
ceeding  six months, the GAO said. 
Referring to the delinquent restau-
rant bills, 
Roberts  said: "The farmer 
who eats
 in the local cafe pays his bill. 
It's outrageous and he can't compre-
hend 
it."  
The House members incurred the 
debt when they
 failed to pay for food 
they personally ordered, or 
when
 they 
signed for meals served 
to groups of 
constituents who
 failed to pay. 
Roberts' figures on the restaurant 
bilLs listed $255,000
 owed by 250 cur-
rent and 
former  members to Service 
America Corp., which operated the 
half -dozen House 
restaurants
 from 
1987 until August  when the House 
Administration Committee took con-
trol.
 
In addition, more than  50 members 
and several committees owe $47,000 
to the
 House for food
 service
 before
 
Dec. 31, 1986, when the House also 
controlled the restaurants. Oakar said 
the breakdown
 includes 33 current and 
17 former 
members.  
More than 50 members owe 
Service America $1,000 
or more, 
Roberts
 said. 
He 
also  cited 
figures that 
showed 
Service 
America last June 6 listed the 
debt from current and former
 mem-
bers at $667,416.
 The figure included 
$129,256 in bills more than 
90 days 
old. 
It is not clear whether the names of 
those owing money to Service 
America 
would  be available for post-
ing. Company officials who ran the 
House restaurant
 system
 could not be 
reached for comment. 
Ms. Pender, special  counsel
 to 
Rose, said the $47,000 in old 
bills 
cited by Roberts 
could be bar:emir.
 
People 
listed  as delinquent
 have 
produced canceled checks showing 
payments and sorne bills have no doc-
umentation,  she said. "I have
 yet to 
see a legitimate bill that has not been 
paid," said Ms.
 Fender, who has been 
reviewing the bills. 
Ms. Fender 
said
 she could not 
comment on the arxuracy of Roberts' 
figures on Service America. 
The Administration
 Committee 
already has instituted a new policy 
that requires payment in cash or by 
medic 
card   either in advance or at 
the time the meal is served. 
In the letter to Rose, Roberts and 
Oakar poptiaxl 
four  steps to deal with 
the 
delinquent  accounts 
Send
 
the debtors a 
final dunning 
letter, allowing a 
30-day grace period 
for payment. 
los 
After
 30 days, send 
the list of 
those owing
 merry
 
to a private collec-
tion agency
 and post the names in the 
main 
House  restaurant.
 
). 
Ban delinquent members 
from 
the House restaurant and from cater-
ing 
privileges  until bills are paid. 
)is Charge
 
interest
 and late
 fees, 
accumulated
 daily, to the unpaid 
accourns. 
"We remain convinced that quick 
action is imperative at this 
time,"
 the 
Roberts-Oakar letter 
said. 
Meanwhile Wednesday, House 
Republican Whip 
Newt  Gingrich of 
Georgia became the first member of 
either party's leadership to admit he 
took 
advantage  of the 
bank's  free 
float 
Gingrich said three of his checks 
were given special handling
 by the 
House bank. In one case, he said, he 
was called to sign a check he had for-
gotten to endorse. In another, a 
post-
dated check was held 
aside  until the 
proper date.
 The third 
was  an over-
draft that he covered within
 48 hours, 
he said. 
New 
president's
 
scholarships  
exclude
 
more  
Program
 
to
 
aid
 
science
 
scholars
 
actually
 
limits
 
recipients
 
WASHINGTON
 (AP)  
Though  
announced
 with great
 fanfare 
by 
President
 Bush, a new
 program to 
help 
science  scholars 
is actually a 
"shell
 
game" 
that
 cuts an older 
project with 
the identical purpose
 
and,
 in 
the end,
 
fewer young people will 
benefit,
 
win
-
plains a 
congressman.  
The National 
Science  Foundation, 
which
 administers 
both the old and
 
new 
scholarships,
 confimrd there will 
be fewer
 total 
recipients.
 
In a well -attended
 ceremony 
in the 
White 
House Rose Garden
 two weeks 
ago.  Bush
 announced a plan
 called the 
Presidential  Faculty Fellows
 Program 
to help
 young scientists and
 engineers 
pursue 
research  and teaching on 
the 
nation's 
carnpusec
 
"Out 
commitment  to science and 
technology  proves beyond 
doubt  we 
will not shortchange the 
future,"  Bush 
declared 
at
 the ceremony. "These 
grants 
will  support young scholars in 
their 
path -breaking work in science 
and technology and their teaching in 
the 
classroom." 
A separate White Howe statement 
described the 
Presidential  Faculty 
Fellows
 
program
 as a "new" effort. 
But Rep. Howard Wolpe, D -Mich., 
says PFF is not a new 
program,
 but "a 
reprogranuning of 
funds  that will actu-
ally reduce
 the total number of 
Presidential grants to promising young 
academicians." 
Funds to support the 
PFF grants, 
said
 Wolpe,
 will actually come out of 
the Presidential Young Investigators 
program. It was started in 1984, aLso to 
give financial support to young scien-
tists and engineers in America's col-
leges and universities. 
And, he said, the total number of 
people who will receive grants will 
actually drop. 
"This is another example of the 
shell game that we set all too often in 
Washington," Wolpe said in a 
letter
 
rat to 
D.
 Allan Bromley, the science 
adviser to the president 
Mary Sladek, the National Science 
Foundation's grant manager, agreed 
that the academicians who receive the 
grants 
are  "essentially
 the same
 peo-
ple" an far as 
qualifications  and eligi 
bility
 arc concerned. 
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She said the Presidential Young 
Investigators
 
program 
has  now been 
re -titled the NSF
 Young Investigators 
award, losing its 
"Presidential'  title, 
but little else has changed except that 
there will be fewer grants available. 
For fiscal year 1991, Sladek said 
the NSF budgeted $44.6 million for 
the young investigators program and 
gave 220
 grants. 
For 1992, she said,
 the NSF is 
planning to spend at total $49.4 mil-
lion for both 
programs.  
"We'll 
spend  
about  the same 
amount of money, but we'll have 
fewer
 grantees," said Sladek. "We 
expect to have fewer than 220 in the 
combined program," but she said the 
precise number has not been deter-
mined.
 
The PFF 
will provide up to 
$100,000  per year for five years to 30 
young scientists. The young investiga-
tors program provides 
smaller  grants, 
with an average of about 
$50,000  
annually, but 
includes
 a provision for 
matching the grants provided by 
industry.
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The PFF has 
no grant -matching 
provision. 
While the 
number
 of grantees for 
the new fiscal year has 
not yet been 
determined, Wolpe in 
his  letter said "it 
is 
expected that only 180 young
 aca-
demicians will receive support for
 
their teaching and research in 
fiscal  
year 1992" 
because  the 30 individual 
grants are larger in the PFF. 
"As 
the higher annual 
cost of the 
five-year fellows programs
 takes 
effect,
 the number of (young 
investiga-
tor) recipients could
 be reduced even 
further" in 
future years, the 
congress-
man said. 
"I am greatly 
concerned about
 the 
cavalier and 
deceptive  manner in 
which  this achninistration publicly
 pro-
claimed its dedication to 
better science 
education and 
then privately undercut" 
the young 
investigators program, 
Wolpe 
wrote. 
Asked 
what the PFF 
program
 was 
accomplishing, since it 
was
 awarding
 
essentially 
the same people 
who  
received
 grants under the 
young inves-
tigators' program. 
Sladek said. 
"It's 
providing 
prestige  in 
support
 
for scholarly activities."
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Stin lose Shale I. 
rtiversity   SPARTAN 
DAILY 
SPORTS 
Spartan midfielder Kevin Murray fends off the 
aggresive play of Sonoma State's Darren 
r 
Barry Gutiener.  Daily staff photographer 
McAdams  Wednesday at Spartan 
Stadium. SJSU 
beat
 Sonoma State 2-1 in double 
overtime.  
HOW 
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'LIGHTER APPETITE"
 PORTIONS 
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Why pay
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On the 
Beach  
at the 
Santa  Cruz 
Yacht  Harbor  Reservations 1408i 4764560
 
chipped
 his tooth in the second 
over-
time
 period and 
Michael
 Arzabal 
injured
 his left 
knee.  
Sonoma 
State's Zeimer 
was 
warned 
with  a yellow card 
during the 
second half 
along
 with 
forward Jim 
Bautista  
"No. 18 
(Ziemer)
 was a 
nightmare,  
he
 should have
 had a red 
card,"  St. 
Clair said.
 "Officials could
 have dealt 
much
 more severely with 
No. 18." 
The 
Cossacks
 "played slow with 
the 
ball,"
 Sonoma 
State  head coach
 
Marcus  Ziemer
 said.  "The 
pace is 
quicker (in 
Division  1)." 
Sonoma
 State 
is a 
Division!!
 team. 
The 
Spartans  are 
Division  I. 
The Cossacks
 are 5 -1 
overall for 
the 
season  and 2-0 in league play. 
Following this win the Spartans 
overall
 
record  is 4-5 and 0- 3 in 
Big 
West 
Conference  play. 
The 
Spartans  were having prob-
lems earlier in the year but a team 
meeting earlier this 
week boosted 
team moral, according to 
freshman 
midfielder Spencer Belideau. 
"The positive attitude of both 
coaches had a lot to do with the win," 
he said. 
Big 
West  
soccer 
action  
moves  on 
to Fresno State 
Spartans try to collar 
top -ranked Bulldogs 
By Darvie D. Johnson 
Daily staff tenter 
Right after 
the  Spartan soccer 
learn
 rolled over Sonoma State in a 
2-1 win at Spartan Stadium 
Wednesday
 night, it started looking 
ahead to their next Big West 
Conference  game Sunday, against
 
the Fresno State 
Bulldogs,  
Fresio State is 
2-0  in the confer-
ence standings and 
7-1-1 overall 
this season.
 
Wednesday night's non -confer-
ence
 win over Sonoma
 State boosted 
the Spartans' 
record  to 4-5 this sea-
The Spartans have a 0-3 record in 
conference
 play. 
The Bulldogs feature doe nation's 
leading scorer Gerell Elliott and 
goalkeeper
 David 
Kramer,  who is 
ranked sixth in the nation, according
 
to Bryan Gold, Sports 
Information 
Assistant. 
SJSU head 
coach  Gary Si Clair 
was
 concerned
 about defender Brian 
Weaver's possible concussion
 stem-
ming from Wednesday 
night's  game. 
Weaver "is
 maybe the
 
most 
consis-
tent player on the 
team,"
 St. Clair 
said. 
Sports 
Information
 Director 
Lawrence
 Fan confirmed, however, 
that Weaver did not suffer a concus-
sion. 
Weaver is expected
 to play 
against Fresno State
 on Sunday. 
SJSU
 soccer prevails
 
over 
Sonoma 
State 
despite 
rough  play 
By Darcie D. 
Johnson 
Dady oaf! writer 
In an exciting 2-1 double -overtime 
win over the Sonoma State University 
Cossacks, the Spartan soccer team 
broke its three -game losing streak. 
"(The Spartans) played with a lot 
of heart, there is not a thing bad I can 
say," SJSU head 
coach  Gary St. (lair 
said. 
Sonoma State forward Andrew 
Zeimer scored the first  goal from the 
right  side of the net 15 minutes into 
the 
first
 half to give the Cossacks a I - 
0 lead. 
Matthew Ball tied the score 1-1 
with a gad 
for the Sparuffis mid way 
through
 the second half, assisted by 
defender Brian Weaver and midfielder  
Greg 
Schwager.  
"Schwager  played his game of the 
season," St.  Claire said. 
Schwager made
 three shots on goal 
and had one assist. 
Midfielder Anthony Hare put the 
Spartans over the top just 
minutes  
before the end of the second overtime
 
period, scoring on a free kick from 25 
yards out to make the score 2-1. 
"It 
feels great whenever you beat 
the sixth in the 
nation, they were a 
good team," Weaver said. "We 
worked than." 
Coach Si Clair went back to the 
lineup 
he
 was using during the first 
couple of games this season. 
"1 wanted a more defensive
 effort," 
he said. 
Sonoma State played rough against 
SJSU, 
racking up 40 fouls. 
The rough play resulted in two 
injured
 Spartan
 players. Brian Weaver 
BREAKFAST
 
BARGAINS 
$ 
1.99
 
1 2 
eggs,  toast, 
potatoes
 
2.75 
1 2 eggs, sausage,
 pancakes 
$ 2.75 
I egg, sausage, 
potatoes,
 toast 
Cafe 
De
 Palma 
Open
 Wed.
-Mon,  7-1 
415 Senbright
 Avenue 
426-5558 
SUS 
TACOS  
FAVORITOS
 
It your
 
current
 
idea  of what a good 
taco
 tastes
 like nngs 
a bell in your mind, try the superior, authentic
 tacos at 
El Palomar
 and 
Ci/antros.
 
All of our 
tacos are prepared 
with  sottshell
 corn 
tortillas, handmade fresh
 daily, 
and  served with 
your choice of fillings: Came Asada (Marinated 
Skirt 
Steak),
 Poihr 
(Chicken),
 
Httat-hinango  (Red 
Snapper),
 
Camarones
 
(Prawns), 
Lamgua  
(Tongue),
 
or
 Poem) 
(Pork).
 
loin
 us at 
El
 
Palomar
 and Cilanttos and taste 
tacos  like. you've never 
tasted them before. 
I Palomar 123 Washington
 Street Near the Santa Cruz Wharf 
425-7575  OPEN 
Cilantro., 1934 Main 
Street  Watsonville Square Center 
761-2161  44 DAILY 
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Mountain
 
bikes  
catch
 
on 
What began as the
 oflbeat idea of 
two Mann
 County bicyclists on a 
weekend outing has 
blossomed
 into a 
craze that has spread af..TOSS the United 
States and Europe. 
Using old motorcycle 
parts  and rid-
ing their freshly
-outfitted Schwinn 
bicycles, 
these men gave birth to the 
idea of 
mountain  biking in the late 
70s. 
Since
 its inception, "the 
mountain  
biking 
market has literally exploded," 
according  to Sean McLean, president 
of the SJSU cycling team. "Even 
when the fitness market 
was
 financial-
ly
 depressed, mountain bike sales 
remained  steady." 
The mountain
-biking phenomenon 
is quickly becoming
 the sport of 
choice of many people in the Bay 
Area seeking an overall fitness expen-
ence. 
It works many major
 muscle 
groups such as the quadriceps, calves, 
hamstrings and buttocks as well as 
getting the 
respiratory  system up to 
par. Biking also improves respiratory 
recovery time by 
enhancing  the health 
of the cordiova.scular system. 
In order to become a competent 
mountain bicyclist the proper equip-
ment is vital. A good 
beginning  lacy-
ck can he hough for $350 and 
up. It 
should have at least 18 speeds to be  
effective.
 
This kind of hike will provide a 
vehicle that has "good,
 sturdy compo-
nents," according to McLean. He 
added that anything below this price 
will 
-be a 
waste of time." The
 cheaper 
models are likely to spend more time 
in the repair shop than cruising 
through the 
mountains.  
Nate Cola of Any Mountain 
spats 
in Cupertino agreed that "it
 is much 
better 
and  safer to buy the more 
expensive  models." 
He added that if a 
less
 expensive 
bicycle is bought, "the 
capabilities
 that 
one develops over 
a short time bicy-
cling will 
surpass
 the efficiency of the 
bike." 
Necessary
 
components  for safe and 
pleasurable 
mountain  bicycling 
include a 
lightweight
 helmet, sun-
glasses, biking shorts, preferably lined 
with 
chamois,  and gloves to cut 
down 
the wear and tear on the hands. 
A good helmet 
goes for roughly 
$30.
 Brands to look for are 
Giro,  
Specialized and
 Mirage. 
"Sunglasses must be worn spar-
ingly, 
though,
 because if 
you're using 
them in shadows, your eyes cannot 
&IRA 
properly,"  
Mclean  said. 
Water bottles are indispensable 
when mountain biking. Dehydration 
results from rigorous rides and it is 
important to replace vital body fluids 
last through exercise. McLean recom-
mended
 carrying two liquid -filled hot 
des when going  on a 
substantial
 ride. 
The
 Bay Area offers many scenic 
and challenging mountain -bike 
uaiLs  
which are well suited to the novice 
nder
 as well as the seasoned profes-
sional. 
Most trail heads are relatively close 
arid 
convenient to 
San Jose, and make 
Ice a nice day spent wasting through 
the scenic sunoundings of the area. 
Sierra Azule. off Kennedy Road 
near Highway 9 
in Los Gatos, was 
recently voted Best Mountain Bike 
Trail in The 
Mean 
The mill
 consists 
of a
 
20-mile loop 
culminating in a sharp, downhill drop. 
Joseph D. Grant County Park in 
San Jose also offers bicyclists a variety 
of trails, views
 and sights. 
The Bay Area Mountain Bike 
Advocacy Conference is also being 
held at Grant
 Park this weekend. 
Seminars and workshops will be held 
addressing issues surrounding moun-
tain biking. Additionally.
 Vasona 
Creek Trail is ideal for the beginning 
biking enthusiast, offering a gentle 
trail which parallels Vasona Lake and 
is 
approximately  seven miles king. 
Mountain biking is an 
enjoyable 
and relaxing way to experience the 
outdoors. Ideal fitness is not a prereq-
uinte 
with many rails well suited for 
the novice 
bicyclist who merely wants 
to head out for 
a leisurely ride. 
If you're someone who likes
 being 
outside and is 
striving
 for a complete 
workout, then mountain biking 
may 
be the sport for you. 
National Hockey League 
signs  television package 
NEW YORK (AP)  After the NHL $5.5 million for exclusive each of the last three seasons by SCA 
months of negotiations, the NHL is coverage of its regular season and and clearly a disappointment to the 
finally back in the picture with a TV playoff games. Joel Nixon, vice presi- league. 
deal for the 1991-92 season,  dent in charge of broadcasting for the Nixon said the reason for the
 
drop 
In an announcement only hours NHL, said the league gill reserved the from $17 million to $5.5 was due to "a 
before the opening night of the season, opportunity to broadcast some games very weak sports market and the 
the NHL said Thursday it had extend- on the major networks, such as the recession." 
cd its contract with SportsChannel All -Star game on NBC. "It was one of the very, 
very
 worst 
America
 for one year. 
The contract figure was roughly market places I've seen 
in my 40 years 
The contract called for SCA to
 pay
 one-third of what the NHL was paid  in in the business," Nixon said. 
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FOOTBALL
 
Watch
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favorite
 
teams  
tip off
 on 
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Screen  
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Systems
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1994
 World 
Cup 
reduces  total host 
list
 
to 19 cities 
NEW YORK (AP)  New 
York, Houston and Honolulu
 were 
among seven cities dropped from 
the priority he 
of 1994 World Cup 
Sites when the
 contending cities 
were
 
trimmed to 19 on Thursday. 
Also 
dropped
 were Charlotte, 
N.C.;
 
Knoxville,  Tenn.; Tempe, 
Artz., and Corvallis, Ore. Although 
New York was among those 
dropped. World Cup organizers still 
are considering Giants Stadium in 
East
 Rutherford, NJ., and the Yale 
Bowl in New Haven, Conn. 
Representatives from the 
International Federation of 
Association Football, soccer's gov-
erning body, will visit the cities on 
the priority list from Oct. 29 to Nov. 
7.
 Alan Rothenberg. the chairman of 
World  Cup USA 1994, refused to 
say the cities dropped were 
entirely  
out of consideration, however it 
appeared extremely 
unlikely  they 
would host games. 
"Needless to say, we had to make 
sonic difficult and painful decisions 
in 
this process," Rothenberg said. 
"We
 were looking, obviously, for 
the size and characteristics of the 
city, the size arid 
quality of the stadi-
um, the past and likely future corn-
miuments to sower, the involvement 
of the soccer awl non -soccer corn-
munity. We're
 looking for a geo-
graphic
 
spread."  
The organizing committee will 
cut the
 list to 8 -to-12 cities in the 
spring, Rothenberg
 said, but the 
final selection will be made by 
FIFA.  
New 
York
 had proposed several 
sites, including Yankee Stadium, 
Shea Stadium and Aqueduct Race 
Course. 
-There 
were  no vivable 
venues  
in New York submitted," 
Rothenberg said. 'We have said the 
two best sites in the metropolitan 
area
 are the 
Meadowlands and 
New  
Haven." 
At Aqueduct, a temporary struc-
ture would 
have  had to be construct-
ed. Yankee Stadium and
 Shea 
Stadiums  would have had 
conflicts  
with baseball. 
Two
 indoor stadiums  
remained  
on the list: the Louisiana Superdome 
in New Orleans and the Pontiac 
Silverdorne near Detroit_ 
"We're quite confident the pro-
cess of 
placing and playing upon 
grass is feasible,' said Ross 
Berlin, the 
organizing  committee's 
senicr vice president for venues. 
The cities on the 
priority list are 
Atlanta; Foxboro, Mass.; Chicago:
 
Columbus, Ohio;
 Dallas; 
Denver;  
Pontiac,  Mich.; Kansas City, Mo.; 
Los Angeles and Pasadena,
 Calif.; 
Miami; New Haven, Conn.; East 
Rutherford and Piscataway. N.J.; 
New 
Orleans;  
Orlando,  
Fla.:
 
Philadelphia;  San Francisco and 
Stanford, Calif.; Seattle; Tampa, 
Fla,
 and Washington. 
Mile High Stadium in Denver, 
Joe Robbie Stadium
 in Miami, 
Veterans 
Stadium
 in Philadelphia 
and candlestick
 Park in San 
Francisco 
must work out possible 
conflicts with the 1994 National 
League schedule in order for 
them 
to be  selected. 
Berlin said baseball teams would 
have to make 14 -to -16 -day
 road 
trips to free the stadiums. 
"Any decision will have to be 
consistent  with the major league 
baseball schedule," Rothenberg said. 
Sharks
 look 
to 
impress 
league
 in 
first 
season on ice 
DALY CITY 
(AP)  The 
San 
Jose Sharks will teeter into the 
NHL 
on the 
backs  of goaltenders Brian 
Hayward,
 Jeff Hackett and Jarmo
 
The three goalies will 
have little or 
no margin for error for this year -long 
balancing act because goals will 
be a 
pretty 
scarce  commodity for the 
NHL's newest expansion team. 
The Sharks begin their inaugural 
season a little 
banged  up, and a little 
up in the air as far as which of the 
three goalies will carry the brunt
 of the 
workload.
 
"I think
 our group of goaltenders  is 
as good as a lot of existing NHL 
teams," Hayward said. "I'm saying 
that. But as to how the time is going 
to
 
be distributed I 
can't say. That's up to 
the coaches." 
Coach George Kingston
 said 
Hackett and Myllys,
 who have won 10 
games in the NHL between 
them, 
have had the 
best camp, but that 
Hayward,  who has won 140 NHL 
games  over nine 
seasons, is behind 
only because he was sidelined
 for a 
while with a grom 
pull. 
Which one will 
get the first 
shot
 at 
carrying the Shahs 
remains
 a 
mystery.
 
"I'm not 
Upping 
my hand 
because
 I 
don't have a hand 
to up yet," said 
Kingston, 
who  is beginning 
his  first 
season as an NHL head 
ch.
 
The Sharks,
 who open their first 
season Friday night 
in Vancouver, can 
check  history for their guidelines for 
success. The Atlanta 
Flames  were the 
best expansion team, winning 25 
games in 1972-73. The 
Washington
 
Capitals
 were the worst 
wiming 
eight 
of
 
80 games
 in 
1974-75.
 
"I don't think we're going 
to
 be as 
bad as people think, but I don't think 
we're going to be as good as 
our fans 
want us to be," general 
manager Jack 
Ferreira said. 
MARGARITAVILLE.
 
10 
REASONS
 WHY... 
di 
1 
THE  AREA'S
 BEST 
MARGARITA
 
as
 voted by 
you.
 the Good 
Times  Readers,
 3 
years in a row. 
2. THE AREA'S 
HOTTEST  
drink 
selection and creative 
Mexican
 
menu.  
3.
 COMPLIMENTARY TAN 
4161,
 with every lunch
 on our 
deck
 
(includes  
t 
spectacular
 ocean 
view.) 
4 
NO 
PROBLEM
 
PARKING
 
in 
C;ap:tola's
 new 200
-car parking 
lot  
5. WARM, TROPICAL ATMOSPHERE 
arl
 year round' 
6. THE 
NATION'S  1st 
DESIGNATED
 DRIVER 
PROGRAM... 
7 days a week' 
FREE meal and
 FREE 
non-alcoholic
 drink
 
to 
the non
-drinking 
member  
of
 a group
 of 
4 to 
assure your party a 
safe
 
ride
 
home.  
7 
COOL
 
T-SHIRTS  
8. 
COMPLIMENTARY
 
TACO
 BAR 
during
 Happy Hour
 Mon
 
-Fri  4-6 
pm 
9. 
CAPITOLA,
 CAPITOLA, 
CAPITOLA 
The
 central
 coast's most scenic 
seasido 
village  year 
round'  
10 WHERE 
CELEBRATION  HAS 
BECOME 
TRADITION. 
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The 
works  of John Battenberg
 
1.r+111c 
Sal/mann  1)411N  
qtaff 
photographer  
By Tony Mardi 
Daffy staff venter 
Only
 one thing is 
missing  from the 
life -like,
 cast bronze sculpture of 
the  
World
 War 
I flying ace - - the man. 
The flyer's helmet and 
suit  are 
empty, 
seemingly
 filled out
 by a 
human 
form
 but absent 
head  and 
hands.
 
That's the point, 
according
 to 
sculptor
 John 
Battenberg,  a former 
SJSU an 
professor  now 
exhibiting  a 
retrospective  of 
his work at the
 Triton 
Museum
 of Art in 
Santa  Clara. 
"It's 
the madness of it 
all. Thew 
guys die and
  who are
 they? They 
are every 
man,  all men," 
Battenberg 
said 
The piece, 
named  for a 
forgotten
 
World 
War I hem, Frank 
Luke, is real-
ly about the
 Vietnam 
War,  a war 
where
 we didn't 
know
 who our 
hems
 
were, 
according  to 
Battenberg.  
With his 
series  of 
sculptures
 of 
hollow
 World War I 
uniforms and 
hel-
mets, 
Battenbetg  
is
 trying to draw a 
parallel  between 
the pilots of 
both 
wars
 that he says died 
for no reason 
other
 than 
propaganda 
The
 works 
are
 part 
of
 a retrospec-
tive, "Putting 
It All Together: 
John  
Battenberg.,"
 that 
represents  three 
decades
 of the artist's
 exploration
 of 
several 
different
 artistic themes. 
In 
exploring  his various ideas, he 
also 
demonstrates  a 
fluency
 in many 
different
 styles and media 
While
 the show includes paintings, 
works in marble, 
aluminum,
 and 
bronze,
 the exhibit 
highlights  the 
artist's 
ability in cast metal 
sculpture,
 
primarily
 bronze, his chosen media, 
John 
Batten  berg 
shows  off a piece
 of his work 
he
 has 
displayed
 
Battenberg said. 
in the garden of his home located in the Santa Cruz hills. 
"John is a virtuoso in the work that 
he does, particularly with metal cag-
ing," said Harry Powers, a professor
 
in SJSU's an department
 who worked 
with Battenberg throughout his time at 
the university. 
"Ile has gone 
through  a Serial of 
changes in his life and 
career,"
 
Powers 
said. "Those changes are 
reflected at the Triton 
show."  
In addition to works examining 
Banenberg's ideas on war, the exhibit 
includes pieces
 that explore women's 
rights, American
 Indian culture and 
ecology. 
As clear as Battenberg is on the 
ideas behind his 
art.,  he is also very 
straight -forward
 on the subject of 
teaching an. 
For 20 years of his 45 yew career
 
as a professional artist, Battenberg 
taught art at SJSU. But he says by the 
time he left teaching in 1985, his 
career as a teacher
 was over. 
"I kind of forgot myself for
 a 
while, got lost in the ivory tower," he 
said. "I think you get 
lazy.  I think you 
stop being a professional." 
Powers, a long-time
 friend of the 
sculptor says Battenberg's disenchant-
ment with teaching may have 
been  
due to bureaucratic duties art profes-
sors must 
perform
 outside the class-
room or studio. 
"John is almost an exception to the 
rule. I feel exactly opposite," Powers 
said. "Teaching art at a 
university
 
keeps you fresh and alive and vigor -
Powers said the atmosphere at 
the 
university provides exposure to the 
disciplines of literature, poetry and 
music and acts as a catalyst to the cre-
ative process. 
Battenberg still 
emphasizes
 
the 
value of education. 
"I 
do feel strongly about 
school 
and teaching. But
 I think when I left I 
was finished 
I was dried up," he said, 
referring to his teaching. 
"I didn't have anything 
more
 to 
say. I had decided that I was
 not going 
to die a 
teacher.  I was going to die an 
artist." 
Bauenherg stressed that he left the 
university on good tams, retiring as a 
profacscr emeritus. 
"Now," he says. "I know so much 
more. And I'm working so much 
harder."
 
Much of 
the fruit of his recent pro-
ductivity is represented at the Triton 
exhibit.  
Visitors to the large, well -lit gallery 
housing Bauenberg s show will find 
their eyes drawn to a group of bronze 
sculptures of wolves, ravens 
and vari-
ous animals. 
They're animals in motion. 
Thin, angular 
strips of bronze are 
pieced together to form airy, see-
through sculptures that
 accentuate the 
shape and the force of 
movement  in 
the 
subjects.  
Battenberg's latest works explore 
nature through individual studies that 
reveal what he calls the "figure sur-
rounded 
by form." 
The 60-year -old artist says series 
is
 
the logical progression of the themes 
he's explored
 in the past. 
-These animals are not necessarily 
endangered but they represent 
to me 
 the
 planet," he said. "Now what 
I'm talking about is the total picture. 
The total picture meaning the planet" 
John 
Battenberg's  exhibition will 
run through 
Nov. 10 at the Triton 
Museum col Art, 1)0) Warburton 
Ave., in 
Santa  Clara 
The rocketing 
price
 
A 
taste 
of
 Mexico
 on 
a 
budget  
of 
Cartoon
 Culture 
SARATOGA SPRINGS, N.Y. 
(AP)  Mickey 
Mouse  and Pluto 
are mounted and framed with a price 
tag of $13,500, Elmer 
Fudd  sings 
"... Kill Da Wabbit!" on Broadway 
to the strains of Wagner  it's only a 
matter of time before academics pro-
claim Bugs Bunny an existentialist. 
Call it Cartoon Culture. 
Animated films 
regarded as soft 
entertainment  when produced 
decades ago are extolled more and 
more for their aesthetic
 quality. 
Somehow, 
Goofy  and Porky Pig 
have become highfalutin cultural 
icons. 
-That's ridiculous, but it's a pleas-
ant kind of ridiculous," said Chuck
 
Jones, who as a young cartoonist 
helped create Porky, Bugs, Road 
Runner and other Merrie Melodies 
characters.  
Jones, 79, has lived to see his cre-
ations go 
from being shown before 
movie futures, to Saturday
 morning 
television 
and now onto gallery walls 
and even the 
Great  White Way. 
The Looney Tune gang, accom-
panied by 
a full orchestra, has been 
mincing in front of audiences
 across 
the 
nation  
in cities like Saratoga 
Springs. The show, called "Bugs 
Bunny on 
Broadway,"  is a Warner 
Bros. homage to the sometimes 
stately, usually loopy, music accom-
panying the old Merrie Melodies 
shorts. 
Featured are 
classic
 music -orient-
ed cartoons like Bugs and Elmer
 get-
ting 
married  in "The Rabbit of 
Seville,"  a clever 
subversion  of 
Gioacchino's 
opera  "The Barber of 
Seville." Other classical composers 
given cartoon accompaniment in the 
show
 
include Liszt, Wagner and 
Strauss.  
No, the 
idea is not to trivialize the 
original classical
 compositions. 
Rather,
 it's to pay overdue homage
 
to 
composers like Carl Stalling,
 who 
scored the
 cartoons, according
 to the 
project's
 progenitor, George
 
Daugherty. 
"Given the material he was waft-
ing 
with,  
no
 one was as brilliant as 
Carl
 
Stalling,"
 said 
Daugherty,  who 
also conducts 
the  road orchestra. 
The music is much more than just 
orchestral whizzes and bangs, he 
said. "Carl did not put in a little
 snip-
pet of classical music just to do it," 
Daugherty said. "He did it to ulti-
mately to accentuate what was hap-
pening on the screen
 to the maxi-
mum 
effect." 
Jones is heartened by the 
late  
attention
 given to his departed col-
leagues.
 But are these 
cartoons  really 
art? 
He's
 more apt to think of them 
as
 
the work 
of
 professionals, working 
tinder rigid constraints. 
It's what's packed into those six 
minutes that
 make the cartoons so 
special, said Jack Nachbar, professor 
of popular culture at Bowling Green 
State University in Ohio. 
Nu:Mar said many of Disney and 
Warner Bros. 
shorts
 have a founda-
tion in classical comedy patterns 
such as Punch -and -Judy shows.
 
cornmedia dell'arte and
 even
 ancient 
Greek  
comedies.  
Thoughtful books on animation 
have been published in 
the past 
decade 
 "The Great Cartoon 
Directors," "Of Mice and Magic" 
and "The History
 of Animation." 
Nwhbar said film 
professors
 will 
often dissect 
Depression -era cartoons 
like 
-The Three Little 
Pigs" the way 
they would an old Charlie Chaplin 
film. 
"People can relate to these stories 
that
 were told in the '30s and '40s 
because they are still fresh in the 
'90s," offered Peter Schneider, Walt 
Disney Co.'s vice president for ani-
mation
 features. 
Jones reckons his works have 
become timeless because people 
relate to the characters. People will
 
always respond to the 
fact that Bugs, 
Daffy and the Grinch
 all have very 
human attributes and foibles, he said. 
"In terms
 of my 
characters,  every
 
one of them represents 
something  I 
am or 
would like to be," 
Jones  said. 
"Bugs dwells within me, Daffy 
dwells within me, the Grinch dwells 
within  
me."  
Nostalgia 
might have something 
to do with it, 
too.
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By Criga
 
E Hardie 
Daily staff writer 
Here's a restaurant that's perfect 
for a starving student. It's a 
place 
where you can get BIG food for little 
money.
 
Located on East 
Capitol 
Expressway,
 near Highway 
101,
 the 
newest in the family of Mexico
 Lindo 
restaurants
 offers great authentic 
Mexican food that's very reasonably
 
priced.  
Lunch and dinner plates range 
from $4.95 for a small combination
 
(one item with rice and 
beans) to 
$9.95
 
for a New
 York steak. A choice 
of three breakfast plates are 
offered at 
$4.45 before 11:30
 a.m. and $4.95 
after. Menudo ($4.75) is served on 
weekends,
 only. 
The 
menu is well organized, with 
generous offerings of 
large,  medium 
and 
small  combination plates, popular 
plates, typical plates and 
specialty  
plates
 (including a $3.00 child's 
plate). A variety of side orders
 is also 
available.  
Apparently understaffed
 (food 
servers were
 always running), service 
was
 otherwise not lacking. 
Our  server 
was eager and courteous, returning
 
often to update 
us on the status of our 
meals.  Complimentary chips 
and 
freshly -made
 (spicy but not hot)
 salsa 
staved  off our hunger 
while we waited 
for what 
seemed  like an eternity 
for 
our meals. A 
pitcher
 of mediocre 
Margaritas,
 about 
which  Mexico 
Lindo boasts 
they make 
their  own 
mix, 
managed
 to keep 
us in a cheery 
mood
 
Manachis  
provided  a loud
 but 
entertaining 
diversion  as they
 roved 
from table 
to table. 
Paper  placemats
 
with 
fun phrases 
printed in 
Mexican  
and English
 turned a 
basic  language 
lesson  into interesting
 conversation. 
When
 our server announced that our 
meals would be arriving soon I had 
to 
bite my tongue
 to keep from saying, 
"Me estas maul& el pelo  
you are 
putting me on!" 
When, at last, our orders did 
arrive,
 
we were
 not
 disappointed. 
The Enchiladas Suiza 
($6.95)
 were 
delicious and 
came generously topped 
with creamy cheese 
sauce,  sour cream 
and a superior
 guacamole. The dish 
included a tar portion of 
wonderful  
homemade refried beans 
topped  with 
a mouth-watering Monterey Jack 
cheese, accompanied by a pile of so-
so 
Mexican  rice. 
The Chicken Fajitas 
($7.25) 
arrived,
 surprisingly,
 on a single din-
ner platter which was piled high with 
chunky strips of well seasoned chick-
en, onions and green bell 
peppers.
 The 
excitement
 of the usual southwestern -
style sizzling skillet fajita 
presentation  
was
 more than made up for 
by gener-
ous portions of 
great  food and assem-
bly made easy by having everything 
on one plate. 
A side 
dish  of two large flour tor-
tillas was an extra delight to this diner,
 
who, too many 
times,  has tried to 
cram heaps of fajita fain's
 into
 those
 
little communal 
wafer -sized tortillas 
most 
restaurants  use. A 
small,
 decora-
tive tostada shell came filled with sour' 
cream and 
guacamole,
 and again 
the  
frijoles were
 abundant and 
delicious.  
The 
Tampiquefla  ($9.95),
 a thin, 
seasoned grilled 
steak, came with the
 
well -deserved 
recommendation
 of our 
server. 
Accompanying  the 
steak were 
a 
tender cheese 
enchilada,  and a 
cheese 
quesadilla  topped 
with  mole (a 
spicy sauce flavored
 with unsweet-
ened 
chocolate).  
While  the mole 
did 
not 
exactly 
dance on 
ow 
tastebuds,
 
the 
steak  was 
prepared  to 
perfection  
and well 
worth the 
price  of the 
meal. 
Three  adults 
ate and drank
 here for 
less than $40, 
including  tip. 
Unfortunately,
 the 
atmosphere  
at
 
Mexico
 Lindo 
does
 not 
measure
 up to 
the fare. There
 are two large
 dining 
areas 
divided
 by a 
partition  and
 the 
990
 
COLOR
 
COPIES
 
As many 
colors
 
as you
 want 
990 
Color
 
Copies  
Regularly
 $2.50
 
One  coupon
 per 
customer.
 
Not 
valid 
with  any other offer and 
only 
at 
this location
 
Expires
 
10/15/91  
kinkoss
 
the copy
 center 
VV 
Fv1GVEELJ
 
93 E. 
San 
Carlos  
(Across
 from 
McDonald's)
 295-4336
 
noise level gets pretty high, especially 
when Mariachis are playing. Sitting in 
one room while 
Mariachis  played in 
the other, my dining companions and I 
had to shout in 
order  to carry on a 
conversation. Adding to the volume 
was the 
cove  ceiling which acted as an 
echo chamber, magnifying the noise. 
The
 restaurant on a Saturday 
evening was filled almost 
to capacity 
while 
the  bar sat nearly empty. On a 
Friday evening, though, one would be 
hard pressed to find a 
place  to stand, 
much
 less
 sit, in the bar. 
If you have a 
grande appetito y 
poco dinero, Mexico Lindo
 is a 
restaurant worth trying. 
Student
 
play
 
'Noises
 
Off'  
opens  
tonight  
By Paul 
Richmond  
Sperall
 sti the 
Daily 
Is 
it rehearial or 
an actual perfor-
mance?
 That is the 
question to be 
answered 
in the premiere 
production 
of the San
 Jose 
University  
Theatre's
 
1991-92
 season. 
"Noises  OW' 
writ-
ten by 
British  playwright
 and author 
Michael Frayn. 
"Noises 
Off-  is a spoof 
of
 British 
comedy 
offering  front  
and  back 
gage
 
perspectives 
of theatre life. Granting
 
the audience
 a look 
behind
 the curtain 
(with aid of a 
revolving  stage
 plat-
form),  the loves 
and  jealousies of 
actors 
and crew are 
impossible  to 
conceal. 
Gossip  runs rapid and the 
characters  feed into each 
lead. 
Together,
 humor and spirit are free 
flowing. 
The production concerns an 
American touring 
company's
 perfor-
mance 
of the British farce 'Nothing 
On.' The acts are segmented into
 
rehearsal, backstage, and an honest to 
goodness performance of the actors 
several months later. The struggle to 
maintain the cast, specifically keeping 
certain members from drinking and 
others from fighting, puts the perfor-
mance of a 
performance
 in jeopardy. 
As implied by the British produc-
tion 
name,  "Noises Off- like 
'Nothing On' orcasionally witnesses 
the loss of clothing, adding to the 
comic plight of the actors. 
Most actors play two roles which 
may lead to problems
 trying to distin-
guish characters by names or mks. 
The 
performers  play one role as an 
actor and the other 
as a character 
within
 the same production.
 But 
because each is unique, 
differentiat-
ing is possible after 
absorbing  the 
main plot. 
The University 
Theatre's produc-
tion of "Noises Oft" 
is directed by Dr. 
Hal Todd,
 who has been with the 
University
 since 1964. 
David 
Scott,  playing roles of 
Phillip, backstage, and 
Frederick,
 on-
stage, notes the "transition of roles 
requiring time 
and practice." Scott is 
but one cast member who exposes 
himself,
 owing to an accident
 with 
super glue. 
Blending 
characters
 is 
apparently  impossible 
as
 counterparts 
are not very similar. 
The University 
Theatre  opens 
"Noises
 oft- tonight at 8 p.m. with 
performances on October 5, 10, 11 
and 12 at 8 p.m. 
and  one matinee for 
October 9 at 2 p.m. 
WHILE -YOU -WAIT
 SERVICE! NO 
APPOINTMENT  NECESSARY!
 
HURRY
 
- 
LIMITED
 
TIME
 
OFFERS!!!
 
 
ME 
ROTATION
 
? & 
OIL  CHANGE
 $ 
 Tire 
Rotation  (4 
Wheels)  
 Drain Old Oil 
 Install New Oil Filter 
 Add up 
IP 5 0,, Premium Multi-
grade maw ca 
 Complete 
Chassis
 Lubrication 
L 
;Check Fluid 
Le.els  
Expires 
11/2/91  
Min
 M. MEM 
M. 
=IN  MEM 111
 
I 
 Front
 Disc or 
Rear
 Drum 
 Install NEW Organic 
Pads or Linings 
 Resurface
 Rotors or Drums 
 Inspect
 
Hydraulic
 
Systems
 
I.
 Repack Wheel
 Bearings 
I 
 
Inspect
 Four 
Wheels  
 
Add  Fluid 
if Necessary
 
$79.95
 
REG. 
 
Adpist  brakes 
 Road test 
MOST CARS 
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SAVE
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BRAKE  
SPECIAL 
SAVE
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SPECIAL$3995
 
 ?  6 
Month  6.000 Mile 
Guarantee 
 Electronic
 
Ignition  
& Fuel injected 
Car,  
Reg  $49 95 
Lp
 
4 Cy/ 
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cars
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WAIT! 
MOST  CARS 
CONVENIENT ONE -STOP
 SERVICE 
Downtown  
San 
Jose  
E.
 Santa 
Clara 
at
 11th. 
St.  
298-7722
 
Manager
 Lorin 
Guy 
OPEN 
730
 AM 
EVENINGS
 Tit 6 PM 
ACCU-TUNE
 
& 
BRAKE
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WORLD
 
EVENTS
 
VSU
 
WEATHER:  TODAY - Clear but lightly
 hazy.
 
High
 of 
87. 
WEEKEND
 - 
Morning fog, hazy days. Saturday high - 82, 
Sunday  high - 80. 
0 Top
 prosecutor
 resigns
 
after  allegedly
 being 
seen  with
 
prostitute
 
LONDON (AP) - 
Britain's top 
criminal
 
prosecutor  resigned Thursday after
 news 
reports said police 
spoued  him talking to a 
prostitute in one of London's 
most notonous 
red light districts.
 
"I 
bitterly regret
 what has 
" Sr 
Allan Green said in a
 
brief statement 
announcing 
his resignation as director of pub-
lic prosecutions. The statement did not give a 
reason 
for his departure. 
The domestic news agency Press 
Association said Green was spotted by police 
near the Kings Cross 
railway station in north 
London on Wednesday night as he crossed 
the road to speak to a prostitute. 
Green, who is married 
and has two chil-
dren, was questioned and his 
name  and 
address were taken, but
 he was not
 
arrested, 
the news agency said. 
Under British 
law,  prostitution is not
 a 
crime, but approaching 
prostitutes  - known 
as "curb 
crawling"
 in Britain - is 
an
 offense
 
under the 1985 
Sexual Offenses Act. 
Green, 56, was appointed
 director of pub-
lic prosecutions
 in 1987. He was knighted by 
Queen Elirnheth  
II earlier this year. 
 Soviet 
official: 
no
 peace 
Ian 
offer  made 
to rebels 
ISLAMABAD,
 Pakistan (AP)
 - A Soviet 
peace
 plan for 
Afghanistan  
proposes
 replac-
ing the 
nation's  leadership
 with a power
-shar-
ing coalition
 led by 
guerrillas  and the 
non-
Communist  prune 
minister,
 rebels sources 
said 
today. 
But Soviet 
Foreign Minister Bons 
Pankin  
denied he made any 
proposals
 during talks at 
the United 
Nations for replacing the nation's
 
leaJership.
 
Pankin said 
he reiterated the U.S. and 
Soviet pledge to stop arms deliveries to 
Afghanistan and mentioned "a period of tran-
sition" before fret elections in the war -torn 
mountainous
 country.
 
"I cannot say that we have discussed any 
personnel issues relating to leadership during 
that meeting," Pankin said in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia,
 
Before P-ankin's statements, some of the 
U.S.-backed rebel leaders were 
cautiously  
optimistic that a power -sharing proposal 
could bring an end to 
the I3 -year -old 
civil 
war. Others condemned it as a 
Soviet
 auempt 
to retain influence in its southern neighbor. 
At least 2 million Afghans have been 
killed  
since December
 1979 when 
Soviet 
troops intervened to prop up the Marxist gov-
ernment in Kabul  and crush a Muslim insur-
gency.  Moscow withdrew its soldiers in 
Fetruary 1989 under a 
UN. -brokered agree-
ment, but the fighting and foreign funding of 
all combatants continued. 
The rebels, meanwhile, claimed successes 
in their offensive on President Najibullah's
 
hometown of Gardez. The rebels, based in 
Pakistan,
 claim 
they captured 1,200 govern-
ment soldiers and pounded the town with 
artillery and tank fire. The report could 
not be 
independently
 verified. 
Afghan sources said the latest peace plan 
was made earlier this week at 
the  United 
Nations during talks 
between  Pankin and 
Sibghatullah  Mojaddidi, the president of a 
guerrilla government -in -exile. 
"We don't have 
all the details of the 
pro-
posal,  but it's true," said Harnid
 Kenai, a 
spakesrnan for Mojaddidi. 
Officials at the 
United Nations could not 
be 
immediately  reached to comment 
on the 
reported  peace plan. 
@ 
Jupiter moon lo host of 
erupting 
volcano  long 
thought to be dormant 
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) -- An eruption of a 
sulfur
 volcano on 
Jupiter's  moon lo can  be 
seen from Earth, more than a decade after
 it
 
was 
believed to have gone dormant.
 
University of Arizona scientists report 
The volcano, named for the Hawaiian fire 
goddess Pele, was discovered in March 1979 
in photo images taken by the 
spacecraft  
Voyager
 
I. Four months later, images from 
Voyager 2 showed that it had
 fizzled out
 
But Pele is active again, the scientists 
report in 
the October issue of The 
Astnancrnical Journal, 
based  on observations 
by the Multiple Mirror Telescope at the Fred 
Lawrence Whipple 
observatory  atop Mount 
Hopkins  south of Tucson. The
 observatory is 
operated  jointly by the university and the 
Smithsonian Institution. 
"It would 
be wrong to assume that it's 
been  dormant since '79 just because no one's 
seen it going off - 
it's probably
 been pop-
ping on and off since  
then,"
 said Donald
 W. 
McCarthy,
 associate 
astronomy  professor
 at 
Steward 
ONia-vatory.  
NEWS  
QUIZ 
Five correct - news 
stud. Three 
to four - 
reads
 USA
 Today. 
One to two - 
Where  have you 
been? 
o What are the new litrary 
hours  for 
Clark Library due to the budget cuts 
this semester?
 
 Who is the current individual 
World
 Champion 
in horse 
vaulting? 
e How long 
did Phillipthe
 President 
Corazon Aquino give the United 
States to 
pull
 out of the Subic Bay 
naval base? 
o When did 
Apple  Computer and 
IBM announce
 an agreement to 
pro-
duce a diral-carnpatible
 compute' 
When was Thomas
 Balgooyen 
given a 
notice  of dismissal, 
which  he 
immediately  appealed?
 
ANSWERS
 I) Monday through "nurses,. 9 am.
 
at
 9 
p.m, hiclos 
9 am to 5 pro, Sourdsys : pm to 5 
pm 
('lusel  Sundays 2) lone. 
Boon. to USU nursing 
RIAMIL 5) 
'Three yous Thies months 
ago.
 
5)
 lie 
we &nen the notice in December :990 
&Med hy Corry Tresidder 
Spartan Daily Assistant Newt lanor 
CLASSIFIED  
FAx:
 924-3282 
PHONE: 924-3277 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN 
Office
 visits, teeth cleaned and x 
rays no charge 
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH 
Enroll now! For brochure see A S 
Of5ce or 
Cali 81X0655-3225  
RITTER SEEKS STUDDITS who 
Neve purchased 'cloned' or ghost-
wrItten 
term
 
patters
 For 
artIcie  In 
progress 
Confidentiality guersn-
teed Cali 415 
494-7/20  
MAKE A DIFFERENCE in trie life of 
 mentaliy Iii 
person Volunteer 
your friendship 3 hours per 
Week 
Training
 Is provided 
Crel
 436-0803 
$11,000,000 MEDICAL/HEALTH 
Insurance coverage for students 
thru Blue Cross of California 
Rates 
as low as $20 per month. For 
brochure. call. 
1408) 2577300 
VOLUNTEER LEADERS NEEDED for 
Inner City 
chleren
 
/ 
Serve with Citylearn Ministries 
Youth 
outreach in bible clubs, 
tutoring, discipleship
 
Hours flexible Bernie Ashby 
(408)
 998-4770 
CASH FOR COLLEGE Scricxership 
Quest has over 300.000 faeces 
of 
avalieble
 college cash.  Our per 
socialized Financial Planning Report 
finds the
 hIcktein scholarship
 
sources for you Call for
 
a free copy 
of -10 Ways To Stretch Your Schoi 
ership
 
Chances'  
408 733-8226 
ARE YOU APP1.2914 TO GRADUATE
 
SCHOOL? The 
Princeton 
Review
 
seeks Pre Law. 
Pre -Business and 
other prospective graduate stu-
dents interested
 in taking  FREE 
LSAT,  GMAT or GRE diagnostic 
exam 
Cell
 
(408)
 268,9874
 to 
make 
your 
reservation  
Can Today! 
"MR. BLUE 
GREEN  has 
current 
Ceti 
Tech 
Products
 (algae 
& 
widot
 
philus) on hand now Special money 
makirg/savirg plan
 for
 
1st  5 sac+ 
ties,
 
hats  or 
groups 
Get  
brain  
food/body 
rebuilding  Items Porn 
Viktor In SH 211 or mite, Plan 196. 
PO Box 
9. S I CA 95103 Phone 
408 
2541447
 Free yeast serf test 
OPEN BIBLE 
Oh, put God to the test and
 me 
now kind 
He
 isi 
lioncs your tether
 
and
 mother. 
that you  
may
 have a long,
 good life 
You 
must  not mural., 
You must not 
commit  adultery 
You must not steel 
You 
must not lie 
You must not be greedy 
S Cho 
P.0 Box 180315 
Cupetirxx 
CA 95016 
AUTOMOTIVE
 
ram 
MITSUBISHI TREDIA
 4 dr 
sidn
 Auto 
Trans. Air, AM/FM 
Cass, 
cruise.  per windows & locks 
Mich 
radials,
 new brakes & tun* 
up Good 
Condl $1495 
obo Mike 
415 
3210870
 00 
4231
 
1111114 
PONTIAC  
FO/S1 'ceded 
clean, 
power werythIng.
 white 
cute 
83900/000
 Jenny 257 9588 
1110
 DODGE
 OMNI 
Engine  
completety  
rebuilt  4 
years  ago 
Mode
 use 
New  
tires
 1 
year ago 
4 speed
 
$700
 
Cell 924548e  
1574 MT Ell 
looks/runs  good 
Sell or trade
 for 
motorcycle
 
The 
perfect
 car 
for  
someone
 Ike 
pout 
Call V180 
971,3388  
Don't
 
delay,  this ell 
go testi 
MUD CARS, levels% boats, 
4 
wheelers.  motorhomee, by FBI, 
IRS, DEA krallable 
yeti area now 
Call 805 682 
7555 Ed C-1255 
AUTO  INSURANCE 
Campus 
Insurance  Service 
Special
 Student Programs 
Se ving SJSU for 20 yews 
'Greet Rates for Gaol Drivers' 
'Good Rates for Non-Good Dryers' 
SPECIAL  DISCOUNTS 
*Good Student' 
'Family Multi-car' 
CALL 
TOOAY  
2905270 
FREE 
NO HASSLE  
NO OBLIGADON 
QUOTE 
Also open Saturdays 8-2 
1577 DATSUN 21110 Z 
Low nue,. 
excenent
 corialtion 
81600 Evenings 408 554-8093 
FOR SALE 
116.11 PONTIAC TA. V8 Xint cond 
PS, 
PS
 AC, FWD8 Red est 
grey /bik
 
mt 
84400 o 
b o 
365,1862 
SOUP OAK BUNKBED too/twin, 
bottom /fun
 
Sot 
mattress
 
Inc!  
Excellent
 condition 
7300130  
GREEK 
CHI OMEGA - Stern n down to 
nelp tne cnnoren Good Luck! 
(one Alpha Phi 
HELP WANTED 
NO DORKY HATS 
OR
 SCARY UNI-
FORMS! Just a fun, cool place to 
work) FT/PT, Flex 
nvs
 
good
 
Per 
Cooks/Counters, Drivers 87-811 
PT 
. 18 yrs, own car, ins ,
 cm 
DMV 
PIZZA AGO 00 
135W Santa Clare 
10100 S. DeAnza Blvd 
C/CTT PROGRAMMERS -
 One
 
full
 tens entry level end two part. 
time positions Experience
 
with  
Microsoft 
windows
  
Plus 
Prior  
experience wnh large
 programming 
projects required
 Mail or fax 
resume to Min Men, PO Box 1807 
S .1 CA 95109 Fat
 B 
298-8157 
DMECTORS/TIACHIONI 
NVEDEDI 
YMCA 
school  age childcare 
Flea !vs 
Naturirg environment 
13 ECE vine 
required 
Call Monica 
2623140
 
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY! Make 
thousands world you schedule!! 
For FREE 
details.
 send 
s  s.e. 
to: 
Ultimate Job. 49430 Almaden Espy. 
5101. 
San  lose, CA 95118. 
BUSINESS STUDENTS, Get 
experience 
kr 
your lied! ANY 
MOUNTAIN is offering 
 Sows 
Aseletant 
internship  Becorrre 
part 
of the sport
 Industry
 Responsi 
Plates Incite:1e budget prgections, 
purchase order 
Input and more 
tote skills preferable  For more 
information. 
can
 Diane Stanbuy  
25543182 or 
25543400  
DIRECTOR
 FOR UC. PLAY CENTER 
for 
210 yew olds Eve Ot 
weekercl  
roar Oakrxig Mall
 
281 8880 
THE ORIGINAL CRAII HOUSE 
Now 
heirs  
'Servers w/ Dinner
 
use
 Exp 
*Cooke 
Ber
 tenders 
'Oyster
 
Bar  
'Hoot / Hostess 
'Bus
 
Immediate
 positions aveliable at 
our NEW location 10 rein from 
San 
lom
 State Apply in person. 
2-4 p m weekdays 
5508 Monterey Rd 
at
 
Blossom
 Hill)
 
In
 Monterey 
Plato 
SECRITAM/RECIPTKINIST 
wanted
 permanent pert -time 
Starting $13/1v WIII work around
 
school schedule
 
Phones.
 typing. 
Peg 
oornputer  esperierwe Call 
Filen* at 408 
2931212  
CHILDCARE IN OUR
 
Los Gatos 
home 2 sons,
 10 yr/cad and bilnd 
4 yr/oid 816 
hr.
 wk. 
Mondays. 
other hrs 
very
 Flksolble with a 
student Own trans., references 
85 50 PI,' Cell Sue at 
3584515. 
FAST FUNDRAISER $1000 in 
1 
week Greens, Clubs. 
ANYONE.
 No 
risk 
(800) 7486817 x 50.
 
MODEL
 SEARCH 
Si.
 Cosmopolttan 
international 
modeling  agency 
seeking M / F for fashion, print and 
TV. commercial 
work.  For free oval-
uation: Call 3748090 
TEACHER OF 
PHYSICAL  
EDUCATION & Motor Deveicoment 
for 
children.
 210 12 
yearli
 
Experience  and car required 
&Misters,
 Inc .1408) 9964955 
CASHIER P/T at Mt. View loca-
tion. Walt on customers, clean, 
stock. 
Afternoon
 
Er weekend. Start. 
ing 
pay  
6.50/hr.  Call 294-6161. 
Race St. Flah & Poultry  E.O.E.
 
POSTAL SAS 
AMIJJIIIJE!  
Many  positions 
Great  benePts 
Cell 805 682 7555 Ed P 3310 
NSA MIDNKINT MAGIC Distributor. 
Earn $50.00 
to
 500000  moth! 
Build your own 
business  selling 
lingerie from 
our catalogs end 
videos. Vie have top quality Items.  
the best selection  
and excellent 
prices. For sales packet send 
$35.00 to Midnight Magic 
13729 1/2 
Foothill  Blvd. Suite
 
0314, Sylmar, CA 
91342, or 
call
 
(818)
 
3132-4040
 
Ii
 FUNDRAISER NATIOMME 
You fraternity.  sorority.  or other 
campus group can earn between 
8500-81000 in less than 7 clays 
You pep absolutely
 nothlrg 
Call 1E1007352077 Ext. 3 
ATTN: ACCOUNTING MAJ. P/7 Srn 
hi
 
vol co by SJSU A/P 
Comput 
or file, phone ideas
 encouraged
 
Women welcome to woman owned
 
business 9931881 
NUTRTTIONtelt
 for motor
 San lose 
r,alo 
prOr/1 organization
 FT 
Excellent  benefits
 
AM*
 
Second
 Hardest
 Food 
Bank, 
297 Commercie St San Jose CA 
95112 
2969170
 
EOL
 
VOLUNTEER SUPERVISOR/SAL 
VASE: 
Supervise  food 
sorting  pro 
Jacts 
for  nonprofit 
orgenizetion
 
Train volunteers in 
food
 handling 
and sanitation procedures
 Min 15 
hours/week,
 nellOW
 hours.
 &WM 
Saturdays and eves Benefits 
Apply Second Harvest
 Food Bank. 
297 Commercial St San Awe
 CA 
95112 2869170 E 0 E 
COUNSIELOR/OfRECT CARE staff 
needed
 at 
10Calresklentiai 
fent. 
ties for
 young
 sauna 8, ectoeiscente 
with autism related disabilities 
Full-time and parttime
 positions 
walla% Start se 00 $6 15 an 
hour 
Cali 408448.3953
 
MP SYSTEMS hee Job 
openings
 
in 
high-tech
 computer 
industry  
Excelleri opportunity for
 graduating
 
managing
 milers,
 or any 
gradustIng
 senior 
Ceti 
14081
 9440301 
for 
interest in 
fuli.timo
 of 
part  time sccount
 
executhe position open 
JOIN TNIE CREW at the Rusty Scup 
Pen!
 
Applications
 accepted M4 
1 3(55 00 1235 Oakrneed 
Fere 
Sunnyvele, 2452911 Corwenlgentxy 
located off Hwy 101 a. Erwrerioe 
Expwry See you 
soon!  
RIC/P.L OR CHILD DEV/ID 
SWORN Smell World Schools is 
hkirg 
teachers end 
substitutes  ro/ 
our 9 preschool (612 units ECE 
preferred) and 12 
schooi-ag  
IreC/FE 
Unite 0 k I 
programs 
VIII 
hr.. Wel fulFtkne end pert time 
positions
 Flexible hours available 
Our centers we open Elarn to 8 pm 
Experience preferred but 
not
 
required  Call
 257 73213 
START $7- SOO PER HOUR 
Day
 Swing Greve shies 
El/P1  
Weekly pre 
Security/Reception/High
 tech 
Excellent benefits 
Credit union  Medical
 
Insurance
 
No Experience Required 
immediate interviews 
Apply: Etem 
Sc.',.
 Mom 
Fri 
Vanguard Security Services 
3212 Scott Blvd.
 Santa Clara 
(bets. San Tomas Eso./ 
°Icon>
 
HOUSING  
ROOMMATE W   
Rent 
8212.50 
2 bed / 2 bath share 
room. 148 E. Williams, Gateway 
Apts.  Contact: Ben 
King
 971-4708 
2 NORM / 2 urn APT. 2770 
820  a mo. & 1 Bchm/1 bath apt.. 
$600 mo. 12 mi.
 lease. Walk or 
rlde bete  to school 780
 S. 11th 
street. Laundry facilities,
 security
 
bldg., 
cable  TV wal). Remodeled, 
very clean. Call mgy. 28189157. 
RENT ROOM in very nice town.
 
house, So. 
S .1. Own room, share 
bath. DAV & W/D. 
Quiet,  Mature, 
Responsible. $275/mo. 1/3
 utll 
Gerry W 9864558 H 267.2338. 
ROOMMATE WANTED 1 br./1 be. 
8300
 rent, $275 dep. 
UN
 Inc! 
Garage 
Patio 3 Ws from 
SJSU. 
Call Cynthia 917-1720.
 
FEMALI TO SNARE 211R/211A 
condo in 
Willow Glen W/D. D/W 
pool it spa $375.+
 11111. 
CM 
297  
5031 
wee Or lee* message
 
STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS 
2 !Arm 
/ 2 bath
 start 
8765
 Free 
basic cabie TV, 
Security Gates. 
Remodeled - Room
 and clew 
508 5 11th St 
Call
 Den 295.5256 or 
Steve 729-0290 
Leave message 
2 SORM.2 OATH Free cable,  
secured panting. quiet ideal for 4 
students
 Pool table 
& 
PinEPong 
ilth 
& 
Wiliam 
9470803 
ROOMMATE HEEDED 
1425 2 
at/2 be New complex, female,
 5 
min fr SISU 
Elizabeth 971-2443
 
ROOMMATE
 W   
Rent 
$21250 2 bed / 2 
bath
 snare 
room 148 E Williams.
 
Gateway  
Pats
 
Contact Hen 
Keg  97147011 
ROOM IN TOWNHOUSE.
 880 & 
Camden
 MP/bath $450 or 
room 
$350 N/S. 408 8799415,  Nbe 
UNE NEW 1 OM APTIL Wed 
& sky 
with
 AEK, OW. AC Gated 
parking, Intercom, laundry Two 
roommates 0 It 
Rent 18854850 
Also rent 
monbity  Perking  only 
Quiet,  nice
 for staff
 
1 
block  from campus.
 
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER 
2974705
 
FOR SALE PERFECT 2 
BEDROOM.  
NOME. Remodeled doll house 
w/new oak kn, and bath. Parklike 
yard!  Neer S1SU! Call Linda 
37109180  for spot 
LOST & FOUND 
$280.00 
REWARD  
LOST NECKLACE AND RING 
Cal1140617354 743 
DOS FOUND ON 
10/2/91. About 
2$ Gs Mostly black
 with tel
 
areas 
around legs. Given to
 Santa
 Clare 
Humane Society For further
 Info 
Call Steve at 9967431 
$100 REVAARDIIBIk & Orange 
Canneedele Mtn. IOW stolen on 
Plum
 28th between
 2 30-400 
p 
rrr 
at Duncan Hall Any
 Info. call 
Oar! 2944252 
PERSONAL 
COMPUTERMATE,  low cost dating 
service 
FREE
 brochure, P0 Box 
612112. S I CA 95161.2112 
803 4239199 'Agents Wanted' 
ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE, a 
monthly publication serving
 
entrepreneurs
 
with
 
KN.  & articles. 
Sample copy 12, year $12 PO Box 
7010, Ven Nis*, CA 914067010 
SERVICES 
TUTORING) Economics. Finance. 
Business. Math, Straern A' col 
*go she,
 ems, 
by an 
Associate  
Professor 
P h D ) (
 11 
year,
 teach 
Ins experience at Middle Ten 
nesse* State University (accredit 
en Prof . VIrri 
4408)  
749-1518.  
FOREIGN STUDENTS! I can help 
you pass 
100W English major
 384 
GPA Cell Oeve 
408299.3790
 
Siat AS A LEARNING IMPERIDICE 
Price $3900 with studerrt ID 
D ate Sat. Oct. 12 Time- 
9.12  am. 
Radisson S. San Foos 
399 Silicon Volley BNO. 
COLLEGE
 FINANCIAL
 HELP.
 
Schee  
o rship
 sources SAT preparation 
1-800-727.2258
 Est 4376 
LEARN TO PLY! 
All  levels, private through 
commercial. 
Special  1 
hour, 
Introductory
 flight for $3500. Call 
Jim at (408) 7213146 for details 
REPOSSESSED Is IRS
 Forooloso1 
homes evaliablie  
It 
below 
market  
value Fantastic savings! NIL 
repair 
Also S&L bailout proper 
Ties Cali 805 682.7555 
Eel 
1+1513 
SOS 
DISCOUNT ea MI 
PERMANENT
 COSMETICS 
Enhance your 
natural  beauty. 
Eye line 
 
Eyebrows. 
Lips  Cheeks 
Smell
 scars
 blended 
Expires 1225-91 
Call Trial" at 
408 379-3500 
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow 
621 E 
Campbell
 Ave ell 
Campbell,  CA 95008 
SARI IT ALU PERMANENT HAIR 
REMOVAL. Stop shoving -waxing. 
tweezing -or using  chemicals
 Let 
us permanently flarnOVe 
your
 
unwanted hair. Back, Chest, Up. 
B ikini.
 Chin. 
Tummy.
 etc Students 
It 
Meaty 15% dicount.
 1st epiX 
1/2 price
 
If
 mac* 
before  December 
25th Hair
 
Today Gone Tomato* 
621£ Campbell Ave. 
017 Corm> 
bell. Call 
4083793500.
 
Gwen, Trish 
or
 
Mortice,  
Registered Elect:04:41sta 
ILECTNOLYSIS 
CLINIC!  Unwanted 
hair 
rernoWl
 forever Specialist  
Ccinfldantlel 'Ma ow 
stems  
Probe  Or disposable 
Cal 2474484. 
335 S Elmwood Ave San lose 
WRFTINS.
 RESEARCH SERVICES. 
An subectS
 
Payer
 
thesis
 
develote
 
merits 
assistance  
owilteeri
 wrt 
ens
 
&inky, 
inaornas
 
Work guaranteed Reasonable 
Berkeley 
14151 
841
 5036 
TRAVEL
 
FREE   Air couriers and 
CrOleleehiPe
 Students
 
also need 
eel Christmas. Spring end &nun*. 
for 
Amusement
 Perk emptoyment
 
Call 805 8877555 
Lot 1166
 
WHIM DO YOU WANT TO GO/ 
Hewn. Mexico, Europe. U S 
Melo 
your 
Christmas
 Piens new 
Cell for low airfares 
408 997 3547 Arlene 
WORDPROCESSINQ 
WORD PROCESSING 
. 
Friendly  
here 
typist  
using Word Perfect & 
law printer Near Bollinger & De 
Ante
 Blvd 12 years iegal 
experi-
ence Suzanne 44851358 
CEPERIENCED Is AFFORDABLE] 
Term 
papers.
 
Theses  manuscripts, 
etc Call Gina
 33440311. 
TWINS Is 
WORDENIOCESSINS  
$2 PER PAGE 
EILEEN  228-1459 
CALL  MARSHA 211115444 for word
 
Processing
 
with 
Word  Perfect 5 1 
NV
 HP 
Laser 
II
 
Specialize
 
editing,  
ell 
gramme,
 sentence structure.
 
formatting 
(APA, 
Turabion,
 MLA(
 
Can also min your 5 1/4 disk in WV 
5 0/5 1 or ASCII Assistance with 
all teases of thesis. 
term pew 
resume 
preposition  ESL students 
wawa,.  yew., Glen area 
WHEN
 
THE BEST
 
IS ALI. YOU NEED! 
Papers
 
Typed
 
Laser 
Printer
 
Spell Check 
81 
90 pp and
 uP 
E 
wrong  & weekend appts 
Berryessa/Evargreen 
254-4585 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIN SERVICE 
Word Processing, Term Popes
 
Theses, Graduate Work. AM & 
Turabian Desidap 
Publishing,
 
Graphic Destit.eyout 
Lase
 
Satisfaction 
Guaranteed
 
VIRGILIO 
INTEGRATED PUBLISHING 
Near OakrIcge Mall 224.6395 
A NEATLY TYPED PAPER 
gets 
Itie  
best grew 
Good 
'wiling
 and 
gramme 
also help Let tnis 
English  teacher assist 
you In 
improving VOLN 
G PA. Foreign 
students
 
welcome Call Barbara 
at 
WRITE/TYPE-
(406(295.7438
 
AAANI aPERIENCED TYPIST. 
Let me do tne 
typing..  
Resumes, 
term
 
paper.,
 
theses,
 
etc Grad & undergrao 
Avanaole  
OW/11 MVOS & weekends Py acirX 
IBM 
COPP
 / 
Laser  
printer
 
Call Anna
 972-4992 
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
 
wordprocessing'
 Tenn 
papers 
"FP".
 
IlloPP
 
Papers,
 resumes 
letters. theses.
 laserprinter 
etC. All formats plus APA. 
SpeliCheck, punctuation/
 grammar 
assistance All work guaranteed' 
Call PAM 
247-2681. Barn 
- 
81Pri 
for worry free professional 
dependable service 
ASIANDON THE FRUSTRATION' 
CAU,  EDP SERVICES! 
RePOrts
 
 AM 
Lesbian  
resumes. letters & more 
Postscript 
Laserjet  
Affordable, 
accurate, & 
fast! 
Hours  8 30 
am-
 7 00 
or
 
Call Evelyn 270-8014 
CALL UNDA TODAY 
for
 wiperienced,  professional 
worclysocessing Theses term 
Wen,
 
group
 
firctecta 
etc  
All
 formats including AAA. 
Quick 
return.  
Transcription  
w.
 
vices
 available. Awnecer  / 
Mary 
ham area Phone 284-4504 
QUALITY TYPING SERVICE 
Term
 
PaPers,
 
theses resumes 
letters, 
reports 
Al! 
formats
 
Steno sevIce 
Pick
 up and
 delivery 
'Or
 large Jobs 20 years 
experience  
MA
 In Englise 
Call Margaret, 
8 am to 8
 
pm,
 at 25143775 
TWO
 BLOCKS
 FROM 
CA1APUS  
next
 
to 
&tine!  
Joe's  
TYPING 
WORDPROCESSING  
$1
 5012 00 page 
Macintosh laser
 print 
Notes.
 
PaPPHII,
 
flyers, resumes, 
etc 
Free editing 
Dohrrnann  
Business  
Center 
325 S 1st St 1st Fl 2830700 
EIIIMERIENCED 11 AFFORDABLE
 
Term pope, nv-Les 
manusctiot
 
etc Can Gine 3318-80311. 
IXPERRINCED WORD Processors 
familiar
 with
 APA/
 
Tumble,  
formats Science and
 English 
Palms% our 
specialty
 Free 
spelt  
check/storage
 
Low-coat editing 
and
 graphics 
Resumes
 and otter, 
services 
mailable 
Masterson's Word Processing 
Cali Paul or Virginia 
251.0449  
DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT  WORKS. 
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and 
spaces for eacn line. Punctuation counts as one letter.) 
OOCIODECIEELIOCIOED3ILIODEEDEOEDEIDOO
 
EDOEIEEEEEEEICIEOOEIDEDOODEDEEDOECI
 
EllIODECIOOOMOOCIODOOOOOODIJOODEEE
 
DJOEDODEIDEIODEJEEOOODEMOMECIEEEIDE
 
AD RATES, MINIMUM 3 LINES ON ONE DAY 
One
 
Two Three 
Four Flys 
Day Days Days Days Days 
3 Imes 
$600
 
$600
 $700
 
$800
 
$900
 
4 lines 
$600
 
$700
 
$800
 
$900
 $T000 
5 lines $7 00 
$8
 00 
$900
 $10 00 $11 00 
8 lines 
$800
 $900 
$10 
00$11 00 $3200 
Es& additional hre $1 
00 
Each adcitional day $100 
SEMESTER RATES, ALL ISSUES 
5 9 linos 1_19 $570004$ 10iili4ohnooes 
$9000
 
Questions? Call (408) 
924-3277
 
Name 
Address 
City State 
Zip 
Phone 
( 
SEND CHECK, MONEY 
ORDER  OR CASE TO: 
SPARTAN 
DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose State University
 
San Joe., California  95192-0149 
Classified desk located 
inside  Wahiquist
 Library
 North 102 U Deadline Two 
days 
before
 
puNication  Consecutive 
putificetiOns MOM
 Only 111 No refunds 
on cancelled
 ads 
Please
 check
 / 
your 
classification:
 
__Anru:wanteCeMenti
 
AutomOtive
 
Computers
 
F0, 
s
 
Greek 
Help
 
wanted
 
Housing
 
Lost
 
and
 
Found
 
_ 
Personal
 
ServIces
 
Stereo
 
Travel
 
_Wordarooessing
 
8 
Friday, 
October
 4, 1991 
II San lose 
State  University 
MI SPARTAN
 DAILY 
Event
 to 
benefit
 
Pd'ri 
urerretaj:ights  
SJSU
 
track
 club
 
charge whithga
 
demonstration  
By Pete 
Bore&  
Daily gaff MT It 
The 
Spartan  
Cross
 Country 
and 
Track
 
Club  will 
hold its
 
second
 
annual 
Fall
 Run-A-Thon 
fund-raiser
 this 
Sunday
 at 
SJSU's
 South 
Campus
 
track 
at 10 a.m. 
The 
run 
is not 
solely
 
limited to 
SJSU 
students,  
as 
faculty,  
staff
 and 
other 
members
 of the 
community  are 
also 
welcome.
 It is not 
necewry
 to be 
a 
world
-class runner
 to 
take
 part, 
either.
 
"We want
 to encourage  
fun 
runners
 
and
 competitive athletes," 
said
 
Zeppi
 
Long,
 the club's
 alumni
 
adviser.  
Last year's
 event 
certainly
 
had 
such a variety of participants.
 Runners 
ranged from 
former
 SJSU 
track 
warn
 
member David 
Eagle,  who 
completed
 
40 laps 
in
 an hour, to 
Long,  who com-
plete,d 
17 laps in the same time 
period.  
The club's 
ultimate  goal this 
year  is 
to atuact 100 
runners  that would 
each
 
gather
 
$100 in 
pledges.  If this is 
achieved, the team will raise
 $10,000 
for their program. 
Last fall, the
 event drew 
only  20 
runners who raised over $500. But the 
organization has spent more time 
pro-
moting this year's run and Long  said 
that club is 
"really excited" about 
meeting 
it's goal. 
Part of this excitement is caused by 
the incentive offered to participants. 
Any runner 
that
 raises $100 
in
 pledges 
will receive
 a free membership
 in the 
club
 
while the top fund-raisers
 
will 
win prizes 
that include 
dinners
 and 
miscellaneous
 track 
sans. 
The Spartan
 Cross Country
 and 
Track Club
 is holding the
 Run-A-
Thon in order
 to help pay for new
 
equipment. They 
plan  to buy items 
like 
javelins, shot 
puts
 and starting 
blocks. 
The team used to 
have
 such equip-
ment paid for by the university, 
but the 
athletic department
 dropped the track 
program alter the 1987 season.
 SJSU 
cited a lack 
of funds and interest 
as 
reasons for disbanding
 the team. 
Running 
enthusiast  Frank Jeweu 
proved 
that
 there was still 
interest in 
the sport 
when he founded the track 
club in 1988. 
Now  entering its fourth 
season, the club boasts 325 people on 
its mailing list. The team currently
 
includes about
 20 cross country and 
track athletes that arc 
practicing  four 
days
 a week.
 
For those who cannot make it to 
Sunday's 
fund-raiser, the 
club
 will 
hold a makeup day 
on Monday at 5 
p.m.  at the San Jose City  
College  
Run
 Information:
 
(408) 629.4070 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)  Jurors got a 
look at trial by fire 
when
 a nightclub fire-
eater charged 
with
 drunken driving told
 diem 
to stand beck and then 
spewed flames high 
in the air. 
Entertainer 
Ted Maschal intended
 to 
demonstrate  on Wednesday 
that die kerosene 
he spits in his 
act  led to his drunken 
driving  
arrest, not alcohol. 
Maw hal, the judge, 
jury
 arid stenographer 
gathered in a 
parking  lot behind the 
Hall of 
Justice for the show.
 Maschal stripped to the 
waist and sent the flames 
toward  the under-
belly 
of a freeway. 
Ten  minutes 
later,
 
Maschal was 
back in court, breathing
 into 
the same breath 
analyzer  that implicated 
turn. 
The fire-eater
 believes the kerosene
 mix -
are  has chemicals that 
would cause the ana-
lyzer to 
register an unlawful .08 
blood -alco-
hol content. 
On 
Wednesday,  the 
device  gave 
widely
 
varying 
results.
 Maschal's first 
breath  caused 
the 
red  digital readout to 
reach
 a high of .230 
before 
coming
 down. A second 
test went to 
.046, then rested at .036. 
Maschal testified he had only two beers 
before  he was 
stopped
 by the highway 
patrol.
 
Two breath tests taken the 
night  of his 
arrest showed Maschal's
 blood-alcohol  level 
registered .08 and .09. 
The trial 
is
 expected to end on Friday. 
Maschal said 
he
 has postponed any 
more  
shows. 
What's 
being
 
homeless 
like? 
Ask  this 
teacher
 
BAKERSFIELD.
 (AP)  Homeless,
 
students  signed up. homeless person," Doucette said in an 
angry and a bit uncomfortable lecturing "Pretty sad, isn't it?" said student interview. "I've literally lived day by 
the tiny college class, Len Doucette Cathy Talley, a volunteer social worker. day. I've learned how to survive on the 
wants his students as riled up as he is. "He has so much insight into the prob-
 
meets" 
His lectures are filled with anecdotes km. But people don't seem to be inter- In his lectures, Doucette blames 
of street life, welfare lines and nights in ested that we're raising an entire home- unsympathetic bureaucrats, politicians 
shelters
  fresh memories of four less generation." and greed
 for
 an "epidemic" of home -
homeless years in San Francisco and A few students dropped the course kssness that he claims is grossly under -
Bakersfield.  
after the first lecture, leaving eight sated. 
Doucette, 55, said his course should enrolled at campuses in Fresno and "Rather than deal with it, they just 
dispel myths about the homeless  and Bakersfield. Douceue remains hopeful, hide it," he told the
 students,
 "We who 
remind students that anyone is "one or saying the remaining students are "tern- are on the bottom rung have absolutely 
two paychecks away" from the 
streets.
 bly thirsty" for details about homeless nobody representing
 us at
 
alt" 
"I want ingot my students as angry issues. 
The first step toward a solution is 
as 
I am about the conditions  angry Doucette lust 
became
 homeless four challenging
 the stereotype "that home -
enough to do something about
 it," years ago after hosing his clerical job. He less people are lazy, that they are drunks 
Doucene said at the Cal State University lived in San Francisco,
 working part- or crazy," he said. 
Bakersfield campus where he lectures, time jobs that didn't pay enough to 
After a short quiz on poverty, stir -
Doucette got his start in teaching cover rent,  
dents were given a homework 
assign
-
leading field trips for students of He briefly had his own 
apartment ment of interacting with homeless peo-
Beverly Ovrebo,
 a public health proles- after moving the 300 miles south to pie. 
sor at San Francisco State University. Bakersfield this January, but is 
tem-  Douceue acknowledges his lectures 
"You get a sense of mission, and it's porarily living with a friend because he offer a one-sided view. 
genuine with him  he feels like can't afford rent on his part-time instruc- He hopes guest lectures from politi-
nobody realizes or cares what is happen- tor's pay. 
cians and social workers will give a bal-
ing," 
she said. 
He will be paid no more than a few arced view. 
Indeed, Doucette's classes were hundred dollars based
 on a per student Student Leonard Grube, a 51 -year -
slowed by student apathy. 
"Homeless- formula, said Jaci Ward, a program old biology major who 
spent  much of 
ness and 
Public Policy" was publicized coordinator at the college. the 1980s homeless, 
said  the course "is a 
as a televised Cane at four 
state  univer- There's a lot of pain, a lot of stigma 
way of validating my whole experi-
sity campuses, 
but only about a dozen and 
very real trauma attached to being
 a 
Officials 
say state's 
economy
 is far 
weaker  than 
earlier  projected
 
SACRAMENTO
 (AP)  was 
prepared  last spring," arid that 
the Actually, about 
240,000
 jobs were 
California's
 economic downturn
 is outlook for 
improvement
 this year and lost,
 Brown said, "proportionally
 the 
worse than
 originally believed,
 with the next 
is grim, same 
number  of jobs lost during the 
number of jobs 
lost
 running about seven 
State economists originally 
believed steep 1982 recession.
 In a normal year, 
times more than 
predicted and 
that California  would 
lose about 35,000 the state would have added more than 
income growth nearly 
cut in half,  jobs 
to the recession between 
July  1, 300,003 jobs," she 
said. 
The 
Commission
 on 
State Finance 1990
 and March I, 1991, 
the period dur- The commission's analysis suggest 
said 
Thursday  
that the 
"economy  is 
ing  which the recession was expected to that deep cuts are 
all 
but  certain 
in next 
weaker
 than when the 
budget forecast 
bottom
 
out. 
year's state budget as well.
 
SEND  
ONE
 
OVER
 
Sheryl Lampley, Linda Sandstrom 
arid 
Melanie  Jackson, all occupation-
al therapy majors,
 play a game of 
Sabmann Duty staff photographer 
"Red Rover" as part of an occupa-
tional 
therapy  class. The exercise is 
Intended
 to 
promote participation. 
Solar
 fair to educate, 
entertain 
By 
Traci Deguchi 
Duly staff writer 
There 
may be something
 good 
about all of the heat 
lately. 
With  daily 
temperatures  swel-
tering in the 
80s and 90s over 
the 
week, the 
incredible  power flow-
ing from 
the sun couldn't
 have 
provided a 
more perfect time 
to 
introduce  and 
educate
 people 
about solar 
energy
 sources. 
This 
Saturday in 
Plaza  Park, 
the Northern 
California 
Solar  
Energy 
Association,  
with  co-Ton-
airship from 
the City of 
San  lose, 
has 
organized  Solar 
City Fair 
1991. Thirty 
solar  businesses, 
more
 than 10 solar 
powered
 vehi-
cles and more 
than 10 environ-
mental organizations
 will provide 
numerous
 displays 
to educate and 
promote
 solar 
energy
 MSC alterna-
tives, according
 to Valerie 
Howard, 
board member 
of
 the 
NCSEA and 
SJSU
 environmental 
studies maji:x. 
"This 
event  will be the 
first 
city -sponsored 
event of its kind," 
Howard  said. 
In 
addition to displaying 
new 
technologies
 in solar 
energy,  the 
Solar 
Fair
 will present solar pow-
ered  music by Bob 
Culbertson and 
African
 Rain. 
Their 12
-piece  band 
will  per-
form 
music  of African,
 Caribbean 
and reggae 
styles. 
The  latest in 
"photovoltaic"
 
energy, also 
called  "active" solar 
energy  that is converted
 into elec-
tricity,  is one of 
the sources that 
will 
be
 displayed. The band
 will 
be using this 
type  of energy to 
power
 their equipment. 
Howard also 
said that a proces-
sion of solar 
powered  cars will 
begin at 11 
a.m.  circling Plaza
 
Park and 
will  give people 
an 
opportunity  to 
view the 
cars
 and 
from 12 p.m. to 
4 p.m.. 
The 
vehicles  will be 
available 
for 
test  drives 
on a short
 course 
around town.
 
-The event should
 be really fun 
and 
educational,"  
Howard
 said, 
"there's 
something  for everyone."
 
Also  participating
 in the fair 
will be SJSU'
 s Environmental
 
Resource
 Center, 
and  Student 
Affiliation
 for Environment
 
Respect,
 who have 
also  co-spon-
scred the event
 
Student 
volunteers  from
 the 
two 
groups
 will be 
doing  general 
staffing and 
displaying 
their solar 
cookers, 
which  have 
been
 used as 
part 
of a solar 
food
 demonstration
 
during the 
past week. 
"It 
makes  me 
feel  really 
good," 
said
 Jason 
Gerter,  
volunteer  coor-
dinator
 for 
ERC. "ERC
 is 
involved
 with the 
solution." 
SAFER
 
volunteers  
will  also 
be
 
helping 
in a kid's 
corner 
where  
they
 will 
conduct
 
educational  
activities 
to introduce
 the alterna-
tive  energy 
source of 
the sun to 
children.
 
The 
Solar  Fair 
is
 more
 
educa-
tional than 
anything," 
Gerber  said. 
"Changes 
aren't going 
to happen 
unless
 you educate." 
GAY
 
WEEK:
 activities 
promote
 awareness  
From  Front 
Page 
ed and maybe they 
would be more toler-
ant." 
Governor  
Wilson's  veto
 of AB 101 
highlights the week's
 immure, accordi-
ing
 to O'Connell. 
"In light
 of the governor's veto it's 
even more important that this week be 
held and that out community be heard," 
she 
said. 
Gay 
and lesbian 
week 
schedule 
Monday,  
Oct.  7 
Panel Discussion: Should gays and 
lesbians 
be excluded from
 military 
service? Noon -1:45 p.m. Costaiman
 
Room,
 Student trnion. 
AIDS memorial 
march:  Assemble at 
6:30 in front 
of
 lower
 Hall. 
Thesday,  
Oct.  8 
Panel 
discussion: Body and Soul, a 
discussion with gays
 and lesbians 
who 
have gone through 
marriage  
and 
commitment  ceremonies, 1 
p.m. to 2:45 p.m., Almaden 
room, 
Student 
Union,  
7. 
Wednesday,  Oct. 9 
Keynote speech: "Civil rights vs. 
Freedom of Speech," noon to 1:45 
p.m. Costonoan Room,
 Student 
Union. 
Choral Performance
 by the San Jose 
San 
Jose  
Repertory
 
Theatre
 
Costume 
Shop
 Sale 
Saturday, October 
5,
 io a.m. to 6 p.m
 
at the Rep 
rehearsal
 
hall,  
One North First Street, 
Suite One, 
on the 
corner  of Santa Clara and First 
Street.  
An Period
 costumes designed for
 pre- 1860 
eras, as well as 1910'1 St 60's style 
clothing,
 
will be on sale. 
Supplement 
your  theatre's 
costume
 wardrobe, 
Get ready for Halloween! 
dcl 
Gay Men's 
Chorus,  8 p.m., 
Engineering
 Building, Room 
189 
(main auditorium, 
across  from Clark 
library.
 Suggested donation: 
$2. 
)1. Thursday, 
Oct. 10 
l'anel 
Discussion:  Hate 
Crimes/Gay  
Bashing, noon -1:45 p.m., 
Almaden
 
Room, Student Union. 
Friday,
 Oct 11 
Movie: "Boys In the 
Band," two 
showings: 12:10 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. 
Costonan Room, Student Union. 
Ss Saturday, Oct. 
12
 
Terrace Dance: 8:30 p.m. to 1 a.m., 
Spartan Complex, 
Women's 
. 
$/m/SPX89.
 Suggested donation: 
RESULTS:  
That's  
what
 you 
get 
when 
you 
advertise 
In 
the 
Spartan 
Daily 
INTERESTED
 
IN
 LAW 
SCHOOL?
 
Learn  more 
by coming 
to 
the Pre -Law
 
Association
 
General Meeting 
 Guest 
Speaker- 
LSAT Prep
 
 
Refreshments
 
Tuesday
 
October 8th 
5pm-6pm  
Costanoan
 Room
 
Upstairs
 in the
 Student
 Union
 
PLANNING
 A 
TRIP? 
A 
short  
walk 
could 
save you 
lots 
of
 
money  
Discount
 FaresAvailable with
 
S.J.S.U.  I.D. 
.1 
=1, 
C-MOR 
TRAVEL  
Land
-Air
-Sea
 
82 
S. Almaden Ave. 116.111r 
San Jose, Ca. 
95113  
Next 
to
 Greyhound 
Bus Depot 
(408)
 
294-5000
 
BETTER MONEY!
 
BETTER  FUN!
 
BETTER
 
HURRY!  
Bennigans in 
Santa Clara is 
now hiring , 
fun,
 
friendly people for part-time
 
waitstaff  
positions. 
Applications 
accepted
 
Mon
-Fri
 
2-4 PM 
(Must
 be 
available  two
 lunch 
shifts  M -F)
 
EP".008 
4150
 
GREAT 
AMERICAN
 PKWY,
 SANTA
 
CLARA  
(4011) 
745-0375 
Check, Amencan Express, 
MasterCard  de Visa will be accepted. 
 -    
